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ABSTRACT

Mass transportation systems and specifically bus systems are a key element of the
national transportation network. According to the Traffic Safety Facts report from 1999-2001,
total of 333 fatal involvements of transit bus operators in fatal crashes have been reported from
284,000 bus related traffic accidents. Thus bus occupant safety research is an effort for the
enhancement of bus operator safety. Crashes resulting in injuries were distributed between front,
door side, driver side and rear collisions.
This study is aimed at the evaluation of potential bus operator injuries during different
accident scenarios of a mass transit bus in frontal, side and rear crashes. Dynamic sled tests of
the bus operator and its environment are first conducted at National Institute for Aviation
Research. From Numerical models of the crash event including bus and bus operator are
developed using the MADYMO and LSDYNA codes, and validated against the experimental
sled tests.
Validation is carried out by comparing the kinematics of the bus operator represented by
a Hybrid III ATD in actual sled tests and simulations. To ensure validity, a comparison of
various acceleration profiles and forces -moments experienced by the bus operator under various
test conditions are compared. Furthermore, potential injury levels sustained by the operator in the
actual sled tests and the simulations are compared with FMVSS standards. This is done to
analyze biomechanical performance under different loading conditions. The developed models
once validated for their realistic applications, are performed with parametric study to obtain
optimized configuration that provides protection to bus operator in the course of a crash.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This research will evaluate the safety of the bus operator in mass transit buses and recommend
interior design guidelines that will decrease the fatalities and injuries of the operator during a
crash event. Interior components and injury mechanisms will be evaluated against requirements
from the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards and the Standard Bus Procurement Guidelines.
Computational modeling and crash sled testing is used to analyze the bus operator environment.
This dual testing-modeling approach provides better insight than either approach alone and
makes the simulation models validated and can be used instead of rigorous sled testing, since
sled testing is time consuming and expensive.
The research goals are to


Characterize the biomechanical response of bus operator in mass transit buses to side, frontal
and rear impact collisions with large trucks, light trucks and compact cars.



Characterize the operator kinematics and injury mechanisms in mass transit bus interiors
during side, frontal and rear impact collisions with large trucks, light trucks and compact
cars.

 Suggest interior design guidelines and crashworthiness design procedures for mass transit
buses in order to reduce occupant injuries and fatalities during side, frontal and rear impact
collisions with large trucks, light trucks and compact cars.
As, there is a need to investigate different collision scenarios where a bus is hit by different
vehicles, such as a passenger car, truck, and minivan traveling at various speeds. These analyses
1

will provide detailed information about front, rear and side crash events. For this, a realistic
multi-body and Finite Element model will be developed to analyze driver kinematics and injury
levels in various crash scenarios
1.1

Motivation

Albeit buses and coaches are considered as safe transportation according to the accident
statistics, current bus and coach design, including all interior parts, still offer the potential to
increase occupant protection. Evaluation of bus operator injury through actual sled tests of realworld scenarios for frontal, side, and rear crash scenarios was not studied earlier. Since the
clauses in the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSSs) for bus operator safety in low
floor transit buses needs to be revised and analyzed. The focus on the bus operator safety issues
in mass transit bus is a current challenge towards the crashworthiness research of the mass transit
bus.
1.2

Objectives
The objectives for bus operator safety research in case of different crash scenarios in

typical of low floor mass transit buses are as follows:
 Literature Review and Statistical Study of bus operator fatalities in Transit Buses in US.
Review the database and literature for accident statistics in order to identify the number of
fatalities, injuries, and various crash conditions for mass transit buses. Review the typical bus
occupant safety standards and guidelines for transit buses. Review research on bus operator
safety analysis considering various impact conditions. Review safety measures for bus operator
which counts towards the protection of the operator in typical bus operator cabin or bus operator
driving environment.

2

 Full scale sled testing
To perform full-scale sled testing to represent real-world accidents for frontal, side and rear
conditions using calibrated dummies. Since 50% Hybrid III and 95% Hybrid III dummies will
represent the bus operator in realistic condition, and also to study the dummy and bus operator
environment interaction during crashes from testing videos obtained from multiple high speed
video recording of the test which will result in a more complete analysis of the dummies
kinematics.
 Generation of Multi-body (MB) and Finite element (FE) model
To generate a full finite element (FE) and Multi-body (MB) model of the sled and operator
environment and to perform FE and MB analysis to validate the sled results by comparing a
variety of accelerations and forces-moments outcomes from the tests.
 Validation of the Simulated Models
To Study occupant kinematics and the injury pattern during the impact crash scenarios and to
validate the Mathematical Dynamic Model (MADYMO) models and FE models against the sled
testing by comparing the kinematics and biomechanical responses.
The use of FE dummies (LS-DYNA Dummies) was accentuated during FE analysis and
validated MADYMO multi-body dummies are emphasized during MB analysis. The
biomechanical performance of the MB & FE dummies for frontal, rear, and side impact scenarios
was reviewed.
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1.3

Thesis Outline
These bus operator analyses study is a part of the complete transit bus crashworthiness

project. This thesis covers the outlined section, including creating the FE/MB numerical model,
followed by sled testing, validation of the numerical model, and parametric studies including
DOE and optimization studies. As shown in Figure 1.1 the main crashworthiness research has
many stages in it. This thesis will focus on the study of Bus operator safety.

Figure 1.1 Transit Bus Crashworthiness Research Methodologies
This thesis is a part of crashworthiness investigation of low floor mass transit buses.
Biomechanical performance of the bus operator in case of different crash scenarios and crash
sensitivity for bus operator are studied in this thesis. It involves Sled testing of the bus operator
environment followed by validation of simulations and design of experiment study for bus
operator environment in typical low floor mass transit buses for various crash conditions.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

Background
Mass transportation systems and specifically bus systems are a key element of the

national transportation network. Buses are one of the safest forms of transportation. Nonetheless,
bus crashes resulting in occupant injuries and fatalities do occur. Therefore, bus crashworthiness
research is a continuing effort. Here the word “bus” applies to a motor vehicle with seating
capacity greater than that provided by motor vehicles used for family travel. The United States
Department of transportation (DOT) does not have a standard definition of bus or classification
for various bus types. In the Traffic Safety Reports [1], large motor vehicles are used to carry in
excess of ten occupants, including school buses, intercity buses, and transit buses. The Federal
Motor Vehicle Safety Standards define bus as a motor vehicle with motive power, except a
trailer designed for carrying more than ten persons. The FMVSS define school bus according to
its use; all other motor vehicles are defined by body type. The body types that are not further
defined in the FMVSS includes what are commonly referred in to the industry as motor coach
/intercity buses and transit/urban buses.
The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations (FMCSR) has defined the description of a
bus as (1) as any motor vehicle, including taxicab that is designed, constructed, or used for the
transportation of passengers and as a vehicle designed to carry more that 15 passengers,
including driver. This shows that the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
and Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) of the U.S. Department of Transportation have
three different bus definitions, which also differ in the minimum number of passenger seats in
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each. Lack of a standard definition and systematic classification of buses makes it difficult to
determine the characteristics of buses and their involvement in collisions and their
crashworthiness.
In United States, issues relating to bus operator safety in mass transit bus were not
studied until recently. The primary focus to date has been placed on school bus safety.
Introduction of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards in the mid-1980s resulted in a passive
safety system in school buses [1]. As a result of this, the issues related to operator safety are
being analyzed and studied more in depth now than before. Since the operators survival depends
upon many factors such as restraint systems and interior design of the operator compartment,
there is a lot of scope of research towards the safety of the operator.
2.2

Statistical Review
A transit bus is typically equipped for city or frequent-stop suburban service, and features

usually include fare box, multiple door, and efficient seating arrangement as opposed to
comfortable seating arrangement in intercity buses. The National Transportation Statistics
publishes data regarding utilization of a transit bus. The report shows that transit bus miles have
increased 40 percent from 1975 to 1990, were constant from 1990 to1998 and increased 11
percent from 1998 to 2002. The number of transit buses on the road in the U.S. increased by 30
percent from 1990 to 2002, and the delivery of new transit bus motor vehicles have been
increased during the same period.
Transit motor bus data from the 2005 National Transportation Statistics [1] report that
documents data from 1996 to 2003 shows that there has been a 30 percent increase in the number
of transit buses in the U.S. from 1990 to 2002, as shown in following figure. Also, Figure 2.1 and
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2.2 shows that the delivery of new transit bus motor vehicles has increased during the same
period.

Figure 2.1 Number of United States transit motor bus vehicles [2].

Figure 2.2 Sales or new deliveries of transit motor bus vehicles [2].
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A study of bus accidents in the United States, by The University of Michigan
Transportation Research Institute (UMTRI) states that, during 1995 to 1999, an annual average
of 704,796 buses was registered to operate on U.S. roads. Buses are involved in approximately
284,000 traffic accidents over five years, with an average of 57,000 buses involved in accidents
per year. Almost 300 buses per year are involved in fatal accident according to a report by
UMTRI [3].
Occupant 1999-2003 Traffic Safety Facts synopsis [3]
As per Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4, from 1999-2003 an average of 40 bus occupants per year were
killed and 18,430 injured. Forty seven percent male and 53% female were killed. Fifty one
percent male and 49% female were injured. School age occupants, ages 5-20, account for 24% of
bus occupants killed. Occupants over the age of 55 accounts for 43% of bus occupants killed.
Sixty eight percent of bus occupant injuries occur during two vehicle crashes. Sixty one percent
of bus occupant fatalities result from frontal crashes, 17% from side crashes and 9% from rear
crashes. Thirty six percent of bus occupant injuries result from side crashes, 33% from frontal
crashes and 30% from rear crashes.
Twenty eight percent of bus occupant fatalities result from occupant ejection, 53% from nonejected fatal impacts and 19% were unknown. An average of 49 pedestrians and 9 pedal cyclists
are killed each year in crashes with buses. Forty percent of bus occupant injuries result from
school bus crashes, 24% from intercity bus crashes and 23% from transit bus crashes. Thirty
percent of bus occupant fatalities result from intercity bus crashes, 24% from school bus crashes
and 14% from transit bus crashes. An average of 11 bus occupants per year are killed in two
vehicle crashes while 162 occupants per year of other vehicles are killed.(102 occupants in
passenger cars, 49 in light trucks 9 in motorcycles, and 2 in large trucks). An average of 12,000
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bus occupants per year is injured in two vehicle crashes while 8,800 occupants per year of other
vehicles are injured (6,000 in passenger cars and 2,800 in light trucks) [4].
Bus Crashes with Fatalities, 1999-2003
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Figure 2.3 Bus crashes resulting in fatalities, 1999-2003 [4, 9, 18].
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Figure 2.4 Bus occupant fatalities, 1999-2003 [4, 9, 18].
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Traffic safety facts reports generally give accident data in crash severity form,
differentiating between fatalities and injuries. FARS, established by NHTSA, gives information
about all accidents in which death of occupant occurs. GES publishes data about accidents in
which the occupant incurs injuries. These two distinctive crash scenarios can be explained as
(1) Fatal Crash. As per police report, at least one person dies within 30 days in crashes involving
a motor vehicle in transport on a traffic way by (2) Injury Crash. Most of the cases hardly
anybody dies but some can be reported to have one of (i) Incapacitating injuries, (ii) Not
incapacitating damages, (iii) Not visible injuries, (iv) Injuries with unknown severity.

Figure 2.5 Persons who have died in School Bus Crashes by Person in 1999-2003; Total 714;
Average: 143/year [2]

As per statistical data from Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6, drive fatality in school buses are 4%,
which makes it essential to have driver protection measurements in School buses. In eight out of
hundred cases, bus operator has either suffered from minor injuries or has involved in fatal
injuries.
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Figure 2.6 Persons who got Injuries in School Bus Crashes by Person in 1999-2003; Total:
86,000; Average: 17,200/year [2]

Figure 2.7 Fatal Transit Bus Involvements by Driver Restraint Use 1999-2001; Total: 333;
Average: 111/year [2]

In Transit buses the driver injuries depends upon the restrain system of the bus operator. As per
Figure 2.7, since 1999 to 2001, 333 involvements in accidents were recorded with various
injuries to bus operator. Involvement of the bus operator cases. As shown in Figure 2.7, use of
restraint system like safety seat belts proves a major role towards the safety of the bus operator.
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Since shoulder belt and lap belts provide most of the safety to operator in crash conditions, the
designing of seatbelts is a crucial aspect from operator restrain point of view. As explained in
Figure 2.8, driver suffering from crash conditions either escapes with no injuries or minor
injuries or fatal injuries. If we consider occupant injuries in those 1% fatal injuries to the
operator, even if fatal injury percentage is 1%, it makes a huge difference towards the safety of
the occupants of the bus.

Figure 2.8 Fatal Transit Bus Involvements by Driver Injury Severity 1999-2001; Total: 333;
Average: 111/year [2]

Since many bus operator fatal accident cases were observed and recorded over the last decade, it
captures the attention of crash analyst and crashworthiness research teams to focus on Bus
operator safety and restrain systems. The focus for the driver operator study should be improving
restraint system for the operator and adding safety features like airbags etc. to improve the
chances of survival of the driver in case of severe crashes. The purpose of this study is to
understand and to control the injuries to bus operator in various crash scenarios by analyzing
biomechanical behavior of the operator in typical transit buses.
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2.3

Literature Review

A summary of primary findings of selected papers pertaining to bus operator protection is
described in this section. Review the databases and literature of accident statistics is being done
in order to identify the number of fatalities, injuries, and typical crash conditions for mass transit
buses.
Keith Friedman and Fiona Gaston [24] showed than the overall injury experience of an occupant
whose seat failed is worse than for an occupant whose seat did not fail for given crash severity.
This results call into seat design based on the desirability of seat failure for bus operator. Since
there results showed that seat failure reduces the occupant protection and increases the resulting
injury.
Zhange junyuan and hua wei [25] suggested that a use of effective energy absorbing steering
wheel is an effective countermeasure for frontal crashes under 55km/hr. they suggested that
steering angle is a crucial part affecting the effectiveness and robustness of the occupant safety
performance. The collapsible steering wheel they suggested is a passive protection component
that can collapse under impact load and so keep the operators enough survival space in case of
frontal impacts. This collapse occurs at deformation of steering wheel rim, steering column, and
retractable steering column shaft. Their validation clearly showed that the steering wheel design
can effectively reduce the injuries to operator.
Narayan Yoganandan, Frank Pinter and David Shrade [26] found the My bending moment of the
steering wheel is greater than the Mx and Mz moment of the wheel. The transferred dynamic
forces are dominant in z direction. They stated that facial injuries to operator depend upon the
stiffness of the steering wheel.
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Dimitrios Kallieris, Andreas Rizzetti and Rainer Mattern [27] studied the effect of 3 point belts
on operator. They studied the effect of airbag and belt system for thorax injuries. They found that
3 point belt results into high localized compression and concomitant injuries of chest along with
the shoulder path on the other hand the airbag distributed forces evenly over the front chest as it
acted more as a chest restraint. Their investigation suggested that 4 kN force limited belt together
with airbag can significantly reduce the overall injuries over the standard belt system.
Ferrer and Miguel [22] carried out an analysis in Spain relative to in-depth investigations of
three collisions. The first case involved the rollover of a bus traveling at 106 km/h in the rain.
The bus rotated 180˚ after skidding from the rear and rolled into a small water course. All the
occupants were ejected from their seats and most were thrown in the water. The second case was
an offset frontal collision of a truck and the front left side of the coach. All left-side seated
seating passengers were fatally injured. None of the occupants were using a seat belt. The driver
and two front right occupants were fatally injured. The authors comment that the fatal injury to
the driver could have been prevented if he had been wearing the available lap/torso seat belt. The
passengers behind the driver seat were ejected from their seats and sustained serious head
injuries. To overcome ejections, the authors recommend the use of three point seat belts and
improved seat structures and anchorages as a next step in improving passive safety in buses.
M K shin, K J Park and G K Park [23] studied the severity of neck injuries in case of rear impact.
They stated that seat is the only protection facility which has a dominant effect on neck injury.
They studied the rear impact sled testing and simulations to reduce the neck injuries studying the
seat designs. From the analysis the design variable which had most influence on neck injuries
such as the frictional coefficient, seat back stiffness function, head rest stiffness function were
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studied. They performed the design of experiments and they ended up reducing the neck
extension moment by 25% reducing the injuries to neck.
From the literature it was clear that operator safety in typical bus operator environment depends
upon factors like seatbelts, steering wheel distance from steering wheel, operator compartment
interior design and operator seat designs and its rotational stiffness. These factors will be
considered for design of experiment studies for bus operator safety.
2.4

Injury Mechanism

2.4.1 Head injury
Injuries to head are divided into skull injuries, brain injuries and scalp injuries. Scalp
injuries are quite common in accidents, but they are considered to be of minor importance. In
general terms, it is convenient to view head injuries as comprising three distinct varieties. [8]
2.4.2 Skull fracture
Skull fracture can occur with or without damage to the brain but is itself not an important
cause of neurological death or disability. Skull fractures can be classified in many ways and are
considered open fractures if the durra is torn or closed fracture if it is not. More conveniently
fractures are categorized into those of the base. Injuries to the neural substance of the brain are
primarily cause of neurological dysfunction and can readily be divided into two categories.
2.4.3 Focal brain injuries
Focal Brain Injuries are those in which a lesion large enough to be visualized with the naked eye
has occurred and comprised contusion, subdural hematoma, epidural hematoma and intracerebral
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hematoma. These injuries comprise approximately 50 % of all head injury patients admitted to
the hospital and are responsible for two-thirds of head injury deaths.
2.4.4 Diffuse brain injuries
Diffuse brain injuries on the other hand, are associated with more widespread or global
disruption of neurological function and are not usually associated with macroscopically visible
brain lesion. Rather they cause widespread disruption of either the function or structure of the
brain. Since diffuse brain injuries, for the most part, are not associated with visible microscopic
lesions, they have historically been lumped together to mean all injuries not associated with focal
lesion.
2.5

Injury Mechanisms in crash scenarios

During the crash condition, when the biological system deforms beyond the recoverable limit,
damaging the anatomical structure and alteration in biological normal performance injury will
take place to the body. The mechanism involved is often known as injury mechanism. In this
branch of impact biomechanics, tests and analyses are conducted to determine the mechanical
parameters involved in causing a certain injury. Generally, several reasonable hypotheses are
proposed and tested and the one that most consistently produces the same injury emerges as the
mechanism of injury. Failure of a long bone occurs as the result of a tensile load being applied to
it. In most cases, the tension would come from bending of the bone and thus the mechanism of
bony fracture of a long bone is frequently due to the application of a bending moment. In some
cases, two different loads or motions can cause the same injury. For example, in the brain,
diffuse axonal injury (DAI) can result from angular as well as linear acceleration of the head. In
that sense, the injury mechanism for DAI is not unique. However, both of these motions can
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cause shear stresses to develop in the brain and thus the injury mechanism can very well be shear
stress or strain.
Generally injuries are distinguished ahe penetrating and non- penetrating injuries. Penetrating
injuries may be due to large objects impact with large velocities or a sharp object with a small
velocities. Penetrating injuries are more of localized and injury will occur if local stresses exceed
the failure levels. Non- penetrating injuries are sometimes tricky and hard to predict and
understand. Loads get applied over the large area, so inertia, elastic and viscoelastic aspects will
affect the load distribution within the body region involved. Bones like the ribs and skull will
absorb the most of the impact energy to protect most of the vital organs inside. Damage to an
anatomical structure will occur if tensile, compressive and shear stresses exceed the tolerable
levels.
Injury can occur if
 Compression of the body if elastic tolerances are exceeded. Injury can occur in case of
slow deformation of the body as well as high velocity impacts
 Impulsive type loading causing the shock wave in the body which results in internal
injuries if viscous tolerance is exceeded. Even if there is no injury to outer body parts,
 Injury can happen inside the body. So just looking from outside, we cannot predict the
injury.
 Acceleration type injuries causing the tearing of internal structures due to inertia effects
These mechanisms can occur in combination with each other depending upon the type of loading
and crash conditions.
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2.6

Injury Criterion

There are many criterions those count towards the crash Injury analysis. These criteria have been
developed from investigational efforts using human surrogates where engineering parameters
and injury consequences are pragmatic and significant associations between forces/motions and
consequential injuries are determined by statistical methods. Some are calculated from the
simulations and testing.
a) Head Injury Criterion
1) HIC (Head injury Criterion)
2) HAC (Head Acceptability Criterion)
3) HIC(d) (Performance Criterion)
4) HPC (Head Performance Criterion)
5) HCD (Head Contact Duration)
b) Neck Injury Criteria
1) NIC (front impact ECE)
2) NIC (front impact FMVSS)
3) NIC (rear impact)
4) Nij
5) Moc
c) Chest Injury Criteria
1) VC (Viscous Criterion)
2) THPC (Thorax Performance Criterion)
3) TTI(d) (Thoracic Trauma Index)
4) ThAC (Thorax Acceptability Criterion)
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5) CTI (Combined Thoracic Index)
6) ThCC (or TCC) (Thoracic Compression Criterion)
7) RDC (Rib Deflection Criterion)
d) Criterion for the lower extremities
1) APF (Abdominal Peak Force)
2) FFC (Femur Force Criterion)
3) TI (Tibia Index)
4) TCFC (Tibia Compression Force Criterion)
e) Other Criterion
1) NCAP (New Car Assessment Program)
2) SI (Severity Index)
3) CFC and FIR100 filters (Channel Frequency Class and Finite Impulse Response)

2.6.1 Head injury criterion
a) HIC
The head injury criterion was used to asses head injury. Values greater than1000 indicate
that there is likelihood of serious head injury. HIC is calculated when the head of the occupant
comes in hard contact with another rigid object during the impact.
It is evaluated as
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Where,
t1, t2 = arbitrary instants of time when head experiences acceleration or deceleration.
a(t) = resultant linear acceleration at the center of gravity of the head [28].
2.6.2 Neck Injury Criterion
The neck injury occurs due to excessive compressive or tensile forces along the neck axis or
excessive shear forces acting perpendicular to the neck axis. The duration of the load acting on
the neck also affects the level of injury [28].
a) NIC (Front Impact FMVSS)
NIC is the abbreviation for Neck Injury Criterion.
NIC is the criterion for neck injury. The Normalized Neck Injury Criterion (Nij) and the Peak
tension and Peak compression are elements of the NIC.
TABLE 2.1
NECK TENSION-COMPRESSION LIMITS FOR DIFFERENT DUMMIES [28]

b) NIC (Rear Impact)
NIC is the abbreviation for Neck Injury Criterion.
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The criterion for the neck injury with a rear impact is expressed by the relative acceleration
between the upper and lower neck acceleration, in m/s², and the relative velocity, in m/s.
The calculation of the NIC value is based on the equation [28]:

c) NIJ
Nij is the abbreviation for Normalized Neck Injury Criterion and includes the 4 neck criteria
(Neck Injury Predictor) NTE (tension-extension), NTF (tension-flexion), NCE (compressionextension), and NCF (compression-flexion). The criteria for neck injuries are determined by the
axial compression force, the axial tension and the shearing forces at the transition from head to
neck, expressed in kN, as well as by the duration of these forces in ms. The criterion of the neck
bending moment is determined and recorded by the bending moment, expressed in Nm, about a
lateral axis at the transition from the head to the neck [28].
NIJ is mathematically calculated as:

with
Fz force at the transition from head to neck
Fzc critical force
My Total Moment (see Moc)
Myc critical moment
Table 2.2 explains the conventions for the neck injury criteria, forward bending is considered as
flexion and backwards bending is extension. In typical operator kinematics, flexion value
generally dominates the extension value.
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TABLE 2.2
NECK INJURY CRITERION CONVENTIONS [28]

The criteria for compressive loading was
F > 900 – 20t

t< 30 ms

F > 250 lb (f)

t> 30 ms

The criteria for tensile loading was
F> 740 – 2.6 t

t < 34 ms

F> 1888 - 36.4t

34ms < t > 45 ms

F> 250 lb (f)

t > 45 ms

Neck injuries can also occur due to excessive moments. A limiting value of 504 in-lb and
1680 in-lb was set for moments in extension and flexion respectively (The SI equivalent of 1 lb-f
is 4.484 N and in 1 in-lbf is 0.1130 N-m).
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2.6.2 Chest injury criterion
a) V*C
V*C is the abbreviation for Viscous Criterion (velocity of compression), and is also called the
Soft Tissue Criterion. V*C is an injury criterion for the chest area. The V*C value [m/s] is the
maximum of the momentary product of the thorax deformation speed and the thorax
deformation. Both quantities are determined by measuring the rib deflection (side impact) or the
chest deflection (frontal impact).
The calculation of the VC value is based on the equation: In accordance with ECE R94: (side
impact) [28]

Table 2.3 states the scaling factors and deformation constants for various dummies. The
dummies used in this research work are H III 50% and H III 95%.
TABLE 2.3
SCELING FACTORS AND CONSTANTS FOR DIFFERENT DUMMIES [28]
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b) TTI(d)
TTI(d) is the abbreviation for Thoracic Trauma Index (Thorax Trauma Index).
The thorax trauma index is an injury criterion for the thorax in the case of a side impact. The
TTI(d) is the mean of the maximum acceleration of the abdominal spine (12th spinal segment)
and the higher value of the maximum acceleration for the upper (8th) and lower (4th) ribs. Rib.
The calculation of the TTI value is based on the equation [28]:

Where,
A(upr.rib) Maximum acceleration of the upper rib; [g]
A(lwr.rib) Maximum acceleration of the lower rib; [g]
A(max.rib) Maximum of A(upr.rib) and A(lwr.rib); [g]
A(lwr.spine) Maximum acceleration of the lower spine; [g]
c) TI
TI is the abbreviation for the Tibia Index. The Tibia Index (TI) is an injury criterion for the lower
leg area. It involves the bending moments around the x and y-axes as well as the axial force of
pressure in the z direction at the top or bottom end of the tibia. When a”single-moment
transducer” is used, the absolute measured value is valid for the calculation. If there are two
directions, the resultant moment is to be calculated and used. [28]
The tibia index (TI) is calculated in accordance with:
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Where,
Mx Bending moment [Nm] around the x-axis
My Bending moment [Nm] around the y-axis
(Mc)R Critical bending moment;
Fz Axial compression [kN] in z-direction
(Fc)z Critical compression force in z-direction;

2.6.4 Femur Force Criteria
The Femur Force Criterion (FFC) is a measure of injury to the femur. FFC is the
compression force which is transferred axially on each femur as calculated by the femur load
cell. The FFC injury estimation is applied to the joint restraint force in joint bracket situated at a
femur load cell. It is implicit that coordinate systems of this joint are slanting consonant with
SAE J221/1, because of the use of the axial force, the constituent of the restraint force in the
joint. A period curve of this time history signal is drawn. The resultant femur axial force period
curve should not surpass 10 kN.
2.7

FMVSS 208 Injury Criteria
FMVSS 208 standard is developed to reduce number of fatalities and number of severity

of injuries to occupant involved in frontal crash. This standard also specifies injury criteria for
various ATD’s. This standard is used for estimating the fatalities from frontal impact. Parameters
from FMVSS 208 are used to compare results obtained from MADYMO model of Frontal
impact transit bus. Injury criteria are shown in following table. For this research the performance
limits for H III 50% ile will be taken into consideration.
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TABLE 2.4
FMVSS INJURY CRITERIA FOR VARIOUS ATD’S

2.8

Standard Bus Procurement Guidelines for Bus Operator’s seat

Bus procurement guidelines state some guidelines for bus operator compartment in transit buses.
The factors such as head rests, arm rests, guidelines for seat-belts, seat back lumber support are
characterized in bus rocrebments guidelines sets a path for the study of bus operator safety taking
operator –seat interaction into account. Figure 2.11 describes the general parts of the typical
operator seat in mass transit buses. For typical Mass ransit buses, it provides with guidelines for
seats such as its dimentions, seat pan and seat back properties, height from the floor etc..
2.8.1 Bus Operator Seat
It should be comfortable and adjustable for 95th-percentile male to the 5th-percentile female.
While seated, he shall be able to make seat adjustments by hand without difficulty, too much
efforts, or being strained. Graphical symbols shall be parallel with SAE J1458 [8].
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Figure 2.11 A Typical Operator Seat [8]
a) Seat Pan Cushion Length
The alteration of the seat pan span shall be 16.5" at its bare minimum length and 20.5" at its
utmost length. [8]
b) Seat Pan Cushion Height
The seat shall change in height from a bare minimum of 14" to utmost of 20", with a least of a 6"
range for adjustment.
c) Seat Pan Cushion Slope
The seat pan shall alter its slope by plus 12 degrees (backward), to at least minus 5 degrees
(frontward). [8]
d) Seat Base Fore/Aft Adjustment
The seat-base shall move flat a bare minimum of 9". It shall adjust to the heel-point by 6". [8]
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e) Seat Pan Cushion Width
The seat pan cushion shall be 17" - 21" athwart at the front of seat cushion and 20" - 23"
transversely at the face bolsters. [8]
f) Seat Suspension
The operator's seat shall be aptly dampened to hold a minimum load of 380 pounds. The
suspension shall be competent of dampening modification. [8]
g) Operator Area Depth
The operator area depth shall be a bare minimum of 45" and shall contain the complete range of
seat alterations [8].
h) Seat Back Width
The seat back width shall be more than 19 inch. [8]
i) Seat Back Lumbar Support
The seat back shall offer modifiable depth lumbar back support in no less than two locations,
within a least array of 7 inch – 11 inch.[8]
j) Seat Belt Adjustment
Lap and Shoulder Seat belts shall be put across the driver’s lap and slantwise across the driver’s
thorax. By connecting a sole buckle on the right seat cushion, they shall be fixed firmly to the
seat so that the driver may alter the seat without rearranging the seat belt. Automatic retractors
shall be used to extend belt length to contain operators of all shapes. [8]
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2.8.2

Operator Controls

Figure 2.12 shows the Passenger Comfort Controls the interior bus temperature, lighting, air
circulation, etc mounted on control panel. The settings of these controls are distorted infrequently.
The operator should be able to observe and activate these controls with least efforts.

Figure 2.12 Bus Operator Control Panels [8]

2.8.3 Operator platforms
Trim shall be given along top edges of platforms if integral nosing is not provided. As shown in
Figure 2.13, operator's platform shall be of a height that, in a seated position, the operator can see
a thing located at an height of 42 inch over the road surface, 24 inch from the bumper.
Operator’s vertical upward view shall be more than 15 degrees a caution signal or sign shall be
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provided to aware driver to the modify in floor level. Figure 2.13 illustrates bus operator
platform height and its design considering the Line of Sigh for the operator. [8]

Figure 2.13 Bus Operator Platform Designs [8]
2.8.4

Fare Collection Box

If the operator’s platform is more than 12 inches high, then the fare box shall be located at
appropriate height to provide convenience to operator without negotiating occupant’s admission.
[8].
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2.9

Methodology for the research
The primary requirement for this research was an extraction of crash pulses for a series of

sled tests for frontal, side, and rear collision conditions for buses replicating real-world scenarios.
Hence, as the initial phases of this work, a complete finite element model (FEM) of a low
floor mass transit bus was generated. This model was used to extract structural behavior, and
crash pulses for various impact conditions. A detailed computer-aided design (CAD) model was
obtained from the manufacturer for a typical 30-feet-long low-floor mass transit bus.
The tasks performed in this phase were as follows:


Review of CAD geometry and bus assembly with bus manufacturer



Preparation of 3D CAD model geometry for meshing with finite elements



Meshing 3D CAD model with finite elements



Assembly of 3D CAD model into a finite element model



Definition of model properties: material, thickness, etc.



Verification of finite element model mass properties.



Evaluation of numerical stability of the finite element analysis



Verification of the finite element model against available test results
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CHAPTER 3
DYNAMIC SLED TESTING OF BUS OPERATOR ENVIRONMENT
3.1

Summary of Sled Tests
Based on available statistical accident analyses, current buses and coach design,

including all interior parts, still offer a potential increase in occupant protection. The first step
regarding this investigation was to evaluate the biomechanical responses of occupants as in real
world crash situations. To evaluate the various factors influencing the occupant safety in buses,
three methods were employed to reproduce actual bus incidents:

3.2

–

Full-scale vehicle crash testing

–

Dynamic sled testing

–

Finite element analysis of complete crash scenarios

–

Computer simulations to evaluate the injury values on occupants.

Approach to Sled Testing

The preliminary task of the project and the sled program is to generate a Numerical Model of
typical mass transit bus interior. In order to have an accurate representation of actual transit bus,
available database and U.S. reports on traffic safety were analyzed and studied to identify typical
interior layouts and hardware. Figure 3.1 has a typical layout of bus operator compartment in a
low floor mass transit buses. This CAD data was used to design the compartment for dynamic
sled testing and to facet models for Madymo.
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Then calculate the vehicle structural deformations and crash pulses from the various crash
scenarios through a complete finite element analysis (FEA) of finite element (FE) model. These
results were used to define crash inputs for FE/Multibody (MB) occupant biomechanical
assessment simulations and sled pulses. From the crash pulses obtained, FE/MB models were
developed to evaluate occupant kinematics and biomechanical performance for various crash
scenarios. The designed operator environment allowed installation of the multiple interior
layouts.

Figure 3.1 Bus Operator Environments in Low Floor Mass Transit Bus
It also provided multiple camera mounting locations that resulted in a more complete analysis of
the dummies’ kinematics and their interaction with the bus interior features and other occupants.
Then the kinematics and biomechanical performance of the occupants were evaluated. Figure 3.2
compares the setup for sled testing with the setup of Finite element analysis.
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Figure 3.2 Finite Element sled setup and Sled setup for Testing
3.3

Methodology for testing

3.3.1 Sled Test Device
All the testing was done in crash dynamics lab in National Institute for aviation Research at
Wichita state University in Kansas. As shown in Figure 3.3, the Crash Dynamics Laboratory in
National Institute for Aviation Research is a facility for research, testing, and certification of
aircraft and non-aviation components for various simulated crash scenarios. Equipped with the
servo-hydraulic crash simulator which can reach speeds up to 50mph with a 1500 kg load and
alters impact pulse peak profiles up to 65 g’s. Data acquisition system is supported by a highresolution, high-speed digital video system with 1000 fps. Hybrid II, Hybrid III and Euro SID II
ATDs are used for numerous crash tests.

Figure 3.3 Dynamic Sled test facility at NIAR
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3.3.2 Anthropomorphic Test Devices
The test dummies used in the series of sled tests were as follows:
1) Hybrid III 95th percentile ATD : This calibrated dummy is having total weight of 223.2
lbs (101.24 kg) and sitting height of 36.8 in (93.4 cm).
2) Hybrid III 50th percentile ATD This calibrated dummy is having total weight of 171.3
lbs (77.7 kg) and sitting height of 34.8 in (88.4 cm).

Figure 3.4 HYD III 95th ATD

Figure 3.5 HYD III 50th ATD

3.3.3 Instrumentation
As shown in Figure 3.6, for each ATD with standard neck, i.e., Hybrid III ATDs a total
of 18 channels was available for measurements, those are Accelerometers at head, torso and
pelvis giving linear accelerations in x, y and z directions, Upper neck load cell for upper neck
forces (x, y and z) and upper neck moments (x, y and z), Femur load cells in left and right femur
for left and right femur forces and Chest deflection potentiometer for chest deflection.
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Figure 3.6 Channel positions in ATD [5]

3.3.4 Data Processing
Measurement data were recorded by means of an onboard system. The sampling rate of
the transducer data was 10 kHz.
Three Speed Cam VISARIO high-resolution (1000 fps @ 1536 x 1024 pixel resolution)
cameras were used to record the test sequence. One camera was mounted in the side of the sled
to show the movement from the side; the other was mounted directly onboard on the sled fixture
to show the relative movement in more precisely. One camera was positioned at the top of the
testing area. Photos were taken of the test objects, before and after each single sled test. Positions
of the dummies and the structure were extracted in profiles of respective parts in the form of
IGES points with the help of a FARO arm coordinate measuring machine (CMM) for further
validation of the tests through computer simulations.
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The ATD data were processed according to SAE J211. The ATD data processing filters
are shown in Table
TABLE 3.1
ATD DATA PROCESSING FILTERS

3.4

Development of finite element seat model

The Frontal, side and rear testing are carried out varying many parameters possible. The seat is
used for this research is a typical Bus operator Seat provided by a supplier.
As shown in Figure 3.7, CAD geometry for seat components was provided by the seat supplier.
The CAD geometry was created using CAD tool CATIA V5. The model was then exported in
initial graphics exchange specification (IGES) format. IGES file format addresses the issue of
incongruity with various CAD/CAM systems. This standard allows competent and precise
exchange of product description for all CAD/CAM systems. The IGES form model was then
transferred to an FEA pre-processor hyper-mesh and meshed to convert into FE model
maintaining the quality criterion. As shown in Figure 3.8, the meshed FE model was then
converted to Facet for MADYMO. Both the Seat models were facet modeled in MADYMO.
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Figure 3.7 A Typical Bus Operator Seat

Figure 3.8 Development of Finite Element Model of the Operator Seat
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Detailed geometry cleaning was performed on seat from the supplier and prepared the seat model
for meshing. Finite element model of the seat model was developed satisfying mesh quality
criteria and performed FE model verifications of components and sub-assembly level using
Hyper-Mesh. Different system kinematics joints were defined using translational, rotational
joints in LS-DYNA & FE model was validated by conducting front, rear and side impact tests as
per Standard Bus Procurement Guidelines and FMVSS standards with proper fixtures.

Figure 3.9 FE Model of Bus Operator Seat - Seat Foam as Transparent Material
For detail description of the seat interior, in Figure 3.9 the seat pan and back cushion are made
transparent in Motion-View in order to reveal the internal parts.
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3.5

Sled Testing Model Development
To simulate different components in the driver environment a sled model is designed

in CATIA considering the occupant and environment interaction under crash conditions.
Bus geometry was provided by the customer. Geometry was cleaned as required. Bus
operator environment was then meshed according to the mesh quality criterion and facet model
of the interior structure was prepared. Using this facet model, initial Madymo runs were done.
Results were used to identify and generate important planes from dash support. These planes are
used to generate the model for the sled testing. As initial geometry was complex and as it was
difficult to use that geometry for the sled model, required modifications in initial geometry was
done until a sled model with steering wheels, dash support, foot rest was developed. This model
is then tested meshed in Hyper-mesh as per meshing quality criterion and Finite element model
was generated.
Spot-welds are used to couple the nodal rotations and displacements resulting in fixing
the components to the sled plate. As seat structure is developed in FE codes as discussed earlier,
using Primer Sled model and seat was merged and sled model was anchored on sled plate by
spot-welds. As per test matrix, Hybrid III 95th and 50th percentile dummy was placed on the sled
model to judge the seat – dash distance and verify various parameters. Then from this geometry,
actual sled model was manufactured. The structure is made enough rigid to sustain different
impact pulses during the tests. Then frontal impact, door side impact, operator side impact and
rear impact tests were performed on the sled model for various loading conditions to study the
interaction between dummy and environment for kinematical study and to study the
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biomechanical responses of the dummies for different crash pulses under different impact
conditions.

Figure 3.10 Sled Test Model Developments
Since biomechanical response of the dummies are crucial in order to validate the MB and FE
models, output signals in terms of head acceleration, chest displacement, chest acceleration,
femur forces etc. are used to study and compare biomechanical behavior in sled testing and in
FE-MB Simulations. Figure 3.10 explains about the development of the sled testing model from
CAD data. The operator dash support was hard to replicate on the sled model so was simplified
by extracting planes form the CAD data. As explained earlier, model was then meshed and after
applying the boundary conditions and proper joints was simulated to obtain the operator
kinematics. Three point belt is placed with retractors, pre-tensioners and load limiters. The
retractor is connected with FE belt at “d” ring point with appropriate function. Pretensioner is
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defined to have initial tension in belts. The retractor locking time is defined to grab the belt to
restrict further movement of the dummy.
3.6

Sled Tests

To analyze the dummy kinematics under various crash conditions sled testing was carried out for
different crash scenarios such as Frontal Impact, Door side Impact, Operator side Impact and
Rear Side Impact. Different sled testing setups and procedure is explained below. Figure 3.11
explains the sled mounting and firing direction. According to the test conditions, setup was
prepared on the sled and fired with the appropriate pulse.

Figure 3.11 Sled Testing Pulses Scenarios
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3.6.1 Overall Sled Testing Matrix

For sled testing, an overall sled matrix shown in Table 3.2, consisting of 4 frontal impact tests, 1
door side impact, 1 operator side impact and 1 rear impact test was generated.
TABLE 3.2
SLED TESTING MATRIX

3.6.2 Frontal Impact Sled Tests

Series of frontal sled testing is done. According to the seat supplier and dummy types a test
matrix is developed. Frontal tests are done in such a way that every possible combination with
the parameters is possible. For without dash setup, testing is done with both 50% and 95% HYB
III Dummies. Similar to without dash conditions, with dash setup with seat and Dummy
combinations is tested. Frontal matrix shown in Table 3.3 is developed for Frontal Tests.
TABLE 3.3
FRONTAL IMPACT SLED TESTS CONFIGURATION
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Pulses
Pulses were generated from previously simulated bus model. Pulse is generated from a
accelerometer located exactly below the center of the bus operator seat. Frontal pulses are :
Pulse 1: Bus 18.64 mph with Rigid Wall Frontal Impact & Pulse 2: Bus 30 mph with Dodge
Caravan 30 mph Frontal Impact.

(Pulse 1)

(Pulse 2)

Figure 3.12 Frontal Sled Pulses

These frontal pulses are taken from accelerometer located below the operator seat. In case of
frontal impact, the acceleration experienced by the accelerometer is recorded and used as a sled
pulse for sled testing. The cases like frontal impact of bus with rigid wall or bus with dodge
caravan impact are simulated in FE codes and acceration experienced by the operator is ranges
from 11 g`s to 19.5 g`s.
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3.6.2.1

Frontal Impact Sled Test 1

Figure 3.13 Test Setup for Frontal Sled Test 06299-8
Hybrid III 50 percentile dummy is placed on the seat from supplier. Sled configuration is sled,
without dash board mounted in front of the dummy. Sled is fired with Pulse 1 with acceleration
of 19 G`s. Table 3.4 explains the detailed summary for the frontal sled setup for test 06299-8.
TABLE 3.4
TEST MATRIX: TEST 06299-8
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3.6.2.2

Frontal Impact Sled Test 2

Figure 3.14 Test Setup for Frontal Sled Test 06299-9
Hybrid III 95 percentile dummy is placed on the seat from supplier. Sled configuration is sled,
without dash board mounted in front of the dummy. Sled is fired with Pulse 1 with acceleration
of 19 G`s. Table 3.5 explains the detailed summary for the frontal sled test 06299-9.
TABLE 3.5
TEST MATRIX: TEST 06299-9
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3.6.2.3

Frontal Impact Sled Test 3

Figure 3.15 Test Setup for Frontal Sled Test 06299-10
Hybrid III 95 percentile dummy is placed on the seat from supplier. Sled configuration is sled,
with dash board mounted in front of the dummy. Sled is fired with Pulse 1 with acceleration of
19 G`s. Table 3.6 Explains the detailed summary for the frontal sled test setup for test 06299-10.
TABLE 3.6
TEST MATRIX: TEST 06299-10
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3.6.2.4

Frontal Impact Sled Test 4

Figure 3.16 Test Setup for Frontal Sled Test 06299-18
Hybrid III 95 percentile dummy is placed on the seat from supplier. Sled configuration is sled,
with dash board mounted in front of the dummy. Sled is fired with Pulse 2 with acceleration of
11.4 G`s. Table 3.7 explains the detailed summary for the frontal sled setup for test 06299-18.
TABLE 3.7
TEST MATRIX: TEST 06299-18
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3.6.3 Rear Impact Sled Tests
Similar to door side, tests were conducted with Hybrid III 95th percentile dummy with dash setup
for both the seats. Table 3.8 is the rear impact matrix for the sled testing.

TABLE 3.8
REAR IMPACT SLED TESTING MATRIX

Pulse shown in Figure 3.17, extracted from the rear impact simulation of the actual bus model
was fired. The fired pulses was around 11.8 g`s.
Pulse 1 : Bus 0 mph with Bus 20 mph Rear Impact

Figure 3.17 Rear Sled Pulse
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3.6.3.1

Rear Impact Sled Test 1

Figure 3.18 Test Setup for Rear Sled Test 06299-11
Hybrid III 95 percentile dummy is placed on the seat from supplier. Sled configuration is sled,
with dash board mounted in front of the dummy. Sled is fired with Pulse 1 with acceleration of
about 11 G`s. Table 3.9 explains the detailed summary for the rear sled setup for test 06299-11.
TABLE 3.9
TEST MATRIX: TEST 06299-11
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3.6.4 Door Side Impact Sled Test

Similar with frontal impact scenarios, door side impact test was conducted with Hybrid III 95%
percentile Dummy with Dash setup for both the seats.

TABLE 3.10
DOOR SIDE IMPACT SLED TESTING MATRIX

Pulses
As shown in Figure 3.19, Pulse of 10 g`s was generated from driver accelerometer located below
the bus operator seat similar to frontal impact pulses.
Pulse 1: Bus 0 mph with F800 25 mph Door Side Impact

Figure 3.19 Door Side Impact Sled Pulse
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3.6.4.1

Door Side Impact Sled Test 1

Figure 3.20 Test Setup for Door Side Impact Sled Test 06299-17
Hybrid III 95 percentile dummy is placed on the seat from supplier. Sled configuration is sled,
with dash board mounted in front of the dummy. Sled is fired with Pulse 1 with acceleration of
about 10 G`s. Table 3.11 explains the detailed summary for the side sled setup for test 06299-17.
TABLE 3.11
TEST MATRIX: TEST 06299-17
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3.6.5 Operator Side Impact Sled Tests

Similar to door side, tests were conducted with Hybrid III 95 th percentile dummy with dash setup
for operators seat. Table 3.12 describes the Operator side impact sled test with 95%ile ATD.

TABLE 3.12
OPERATOR SIDE IMPACT SLED MATRIX

Similar to previous tests the pulse was generated from accelerarometer placed below the driver
seat in validated simulation runs for the transit bus.
Pulse 1 : Bus 0 mph with F800 25 mph Operator Side Impact

Figure 3.21 Operator Side Impact Sled Pulse
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3.6.5.1

Operator Side Impact Sled Test 1

Figure 3.22 Test Setup for Operator side impact Sled Test 06299-16
Hybrid III 95 percentile dummy is placed on the seat from supplier. Sled configuration is sled,
with dash board mounted in front of the dummy. Sled is fired with Pulse 1 with acceleration of
about 10 G`s. Table 3.13 explains the detailed summary for the side sled setup for test 06299-16.
TABLE 3.13
TEST MATRIX: TEST 06299-16
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CHAPTER 4
MULTI-BODY MODEL DEVELOPMENT OF BUS OPERATOR ENVIRONMENT

4.1

Overview of Simulation
Laboratory sled testing has been the conventional approach for automobile and airplane

safety research. However sled testing is limited to standard crashes, whereas in real life
scenarios, the crashes tend to be more multifaceted.
MADYMO provides unique tool of facet modeling which enables to use finite element
mesh. For the generation of multi-body model of for different impacts scenarios for Bus operator
environment, Finite element mesh of seat and operator environment including the steering
assembly and dash board, is selected from FE model of whole bus. Only shell elements meshed
parts are used to define facets in Madymo. FE shell mesh is divided into two collectors according
to element configuration i.e. triangular shaped elements or quadrilateral shaped elements. Seat is
defined as facet because to obtain better idea of its shape. Different joints are defined to simulate
actual degree of freedom for seat components. This model is not validated and only used for
estimation of injures incase of frontal, side and rear impacts.
Multi-body and finite element models were generated to validate against the
sled test results and to evaluate kinematics and biomechanical performances of occupants for
different crash situations.
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4.1.1 MADYMO Version
MADYMO (MAthematical DYnamic MOdel) is computer program that reproduces the
dynamic behavior of physical systems focusing on the analysis of vehicle impacts and evaluating
injuries experienced by occupants. Even though initially developed for studying inhabitant
performance during collisions, MADYMO is adequately flexible to evaluate collisions involving
trains, airplanes, motorcycles and bicycles. It also allows estimation to be made for
appropriateness of different restraint systems like seat belts and airbags.

Figure 4.1 MADYMO Modules [29]

MADYMO simulations were created on MADYMO/Translator_XML 6.3. This version
was released on 18th November, 2005 by TNO. The simulations were run on MADYMO/Solver
6.3, which was released on 18th November, 2005 by TNO.
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4.1.2 Madymo Platform

The input deck for MADYMO 6.3 is in extensible markup language (XML) form. It
allows the user to define elements, attributes and their relationship. The XML editor used for
MADYMO model generation is XMADgic (XML editor provided by TNO MADYMO).
XMADgic provides a range of specific features that aid in creating MADYMO input files and
facilitates the use of MADYMO.
EASi-CRASH MADYMO (ECM) v 5.501 is used to set the model graphically. ECM is
CAE tool which facilitates CAE engineering applications in occupant safety systems.
4.2

Madymo Numerical Integration Methods
The equations of motions are solved numerically. Modified Euler method with a fixed

time step, Runge-Kutta method with fied time step & Runge-Kutta Merson method with variable
time step are used for numerical integrations.
4.2.1 Integration Method
These methods are one-step explicit methods, which mean the solution at a time point
tn+1 can be written explicitly in the terms of the solution at the preceding time point tn. The
Runge-Kutta-Merson method cannot be used for applications with finite element models because
this method does not allow the repeated time integration over the same time interval, which
occurs when the step size is reduced. For a given time step, the modified Euler method is less
accurate than the Runge-Kutta method. In order to obtain the same accuracy, the time step in the
modified Euler method should be one-eighth to the Runge-Kutta method and one-sixteenth of the
Runge-Kutta-Merson method. When stability determines the step size, the modified Euler
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method is more stable than the Runge-Kutta method. As the finite element model is supported on
a rigid body, the Runge-Kutta method may become unstable.
The integration method used for the MADYMO analysis was the explicit Euler integration
method with a fixed time step. The time step considered for this analysis was a multi-body
integration time step of 1.0 E-06 sec. As the model included FE belt system, to obtain more
stable results, lower time step is used.
4.2.2 Control Cards
In CONTROL_ANALYSIS.TIME card, the Time step, Integration method, analysis type, start
time of the simulation, End time of the simulation, maximum multi body intégration time step,
RAMP, RACO were defined.
In the case large models, it might be necessary to increase the amount of allocated memory for
intergers, reals and characters. Number of processors for the calculation was also defined
through the CONTROL_ALLOCATION card.
4.3

Madymo dummy database

The MADYMO ATD database provides validated and calibrated dummy models to represent
hybrid III dummies used in full-scale sled testing. These dummy models are available in
ellipsoids, facet, and FE models.
A wide range of MADYMO ATDs are available. The standard models of the 50th % male, the
95th percentile male are used for this research study.
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4.3.1 Hybrid III 50th Percentile Dummy
As shown in Figure 4.3, the Hybrid III 50th % male is the most extensively applied mannequin
for the assessment of automotive safety restraint systems in crash testing. It is acknowledged in
numerous standards like FMVSS 208 and ECE R.94 and used in universal NCAP agendas.

Figure 4.3 Hybrid III 50th percentile dummy model; ellipsoid model (left) and facet model
(right)
The neck is represented by five kinematic joints located in the centre of the four rubber disks and
on the rotation axis of the nodding joint (OC). The rib body represents the front of the rib cage
(left and right), and the sternum body represents the compliant sternal region (center). To obtain
a model for the lumbar spine, a combination of a free joint and a protected joint resistance model
was used. The abdomen was modeled as a separate body, which is connected to the lower torso
with a translational joint. The hip model was a combination of a spherical joint and a protected
joint resistance model. The knee was modeled as a JOINT.REVO_TRAN joint, which describes
flexion and the translational movement of the knee slider. The foot and ankle were modeled with
approximately 45 degrees dorsiflexion and include a rubber joint stop to reduce tibia load peaks.
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Model description
An ellipsoid model and a facet model of the Hybrid III 50th % male dummy are available. For
this research, the inputs only for the ellipsoid model are given in the file as user file
“d_hyb350el_usr.xml” and include file “d_hyb350el_inc.xml”.

4.3.2 Hybrid III 95th %ile Dummy
As shown in Figure 4.4, the Hybrid III 95 % male mannequin represents the largest size of US
adult populace. Like the 5th percentile female dummy, the biomechanical responses have been
derived by scaling the Hybrid III 50th % dummy. The dummy has recently been incorporated in
FMVSS 208. The model is parallel to the typical Hybrid III 50th % model.

Figure 4.4 Ellipsoid Hybrid III 95th % ile Dummy

Model description
The Hybrid III 95th % dummy is available. The input is specified in the files
“d_hyb395el_usr.xml” & “d_hyb395el_inc.xml”.
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4.4

Description of Bus Operator Environment

Detail MADYMO model was used for validation of frontal impact, door side impact, operator
side impact and rear impact conditions, sled tests carried out in the crash laboratory and to carry
out the parametric study. Bus operator environment was developed from a typical mass transit
bus interior, as shown in Figure 4.5 and 4.6. Only bus operator area is considered in accordance
to the sled tests carried out. In represent the operator environment of a mass transit bus, a
replicate sled structure model was developed using FE parts as facets, ellipsoids and planes
considering the influence of the interiors on dummy kinematics and injury biomechanical
analysis.

Figure 4.5 Bus Operator Environment Typical Madymo Setup - Without Dash for Frontal Impact

Each part in the sled multi-body (MB) model was defined in different systems. Separate systems
were defined for dummies, seat back, seat pan, floor, steering wheel, side wall and Dash Support .
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Figure 4.6 Bus Operator Environment Typical Madymo Setup - With Dash for Operator Side
Impact
4.5

Madymo sled model development
For the study of biomechanical responses of the dummy and their interaction with bus

operator environment, meshed models of many parts such as the seat, seat support, steering
wheel, dash support etc., were imported in MADYMO. In MADYMO, the meshed model was
defined as a facet model. To create facets in MADYMO, the quad and triad elements were
separated in two different parts retaining their connectivity. MADYMO defines two separate
properties for quad and triad elements. A revolute joint was defined between the seat pan and the
seat back to achieve the similar kinematic response of the seat structure to the pulse as in the sled
testing.
Figure 4.7 illustrates the Bus operator environment MADYMO model development from
completed meshed FE bus operator environment model to MB –FE model.
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Figure 4.7 Madymo Sled Model Developments
The facet model development of the operator area along with seat and dash support area from
computer-aided design (CAD) geometry to a MADYMO facet model can be seen in the above
figure.
CAD of most of the components was provided by the bus manufacturer. The CAD
geometry was created using CAD tool viz. CATIA. The model was then exported in initial
graphics exchange specification (IGES) format. IGES file format addresses the issue of
incongruity with various CAD/CAM systems. This standard allows competent and precise
exchange of product description for most CAD/CAM systems. The IGES form model was then
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transferred to an FEA preprocessor hyper-mesh and meshed to convert into FE model. The
meshed an FE model was then converted to Facet in MADYMO.
4.5.1 Modeling of Floor and Rigid Wall
The Floor and side wall were modeled in MADYMO using planes, the floor and the side
wall were modeled in the respective specified system of MADYMO and the properties were
specified by giving the suitable force deflection characteristics obtain a validated response of the
setup. Contact properties with dummy and floor or wall were defined.

Figure 4.8 Multi-body Generation in MADYMO
4.5.2 Simulation Setup
Dummy Positioning and other components of the sled test setup was with the help of
digitization by extracting profiles of respective parts in the form of IGES points with the help of
a FARO arm CMM as shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9 FARO arm CMM
The MADYMO simulation setup was developed in accordance with the sled test setup
for frontal, door side, operator side and rear tests respectively, to obtain exact responses as in
actual dynamic sled testing.

Figure 4.10 Dummy Positioning and setup

4.5.3 Modeling of the seat and seat joints Definitions
Revolute joints and revolute-translational joints are used to obtain the exact kinematics of the
seats during the testing. Suitable stiffness was applied to the revolute joint with JOINT.REVO,
generated from FEM analysis of the sled. Figure 4.11 shows that the Seat is divided into two
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systems to apply revolute joint between seat pan and seat back. Revolute Stiffness properties in
Figure 4.12 that were applied to the joint in the RESTRAINT.JOINT with defining the friction
load and restraint characteristic card in MADYMO input deck.

Figure 4.11 Seat Joint definitions in MADYMO

Figure 4.12 Revolute Seat Stiffness Joints Characteristic
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4.5.4 Property Selection
To define contacts between the dummy model and ellipsoid, a facets force vs. deflection
characteristic was defined. Contact characteristics are the most vital factor in MADYMO
simulation, especially in validation by analysis in order to achieve exact kinematics and
biomechanical response of the dummy. Contact properties, other than Force deflection
characteristics also depend on the friction function or coefficient and damping function or
coefficient between the parts. Selecting the contact parameters, such as stiffness, coefficient of
friction, hysteresis, damping, penetration coefficients, is extremely vital. Generation of this
model force deflection data was taken from actual component testing, finite element analysis or
standard MADYMO model libraries. However, different contact characteristics are used for
ellipsoid parts and for facet part by doing FEA with the use of finite element models of the
components and FE dummy and also data from the standard MADYMO model library.
CHARACTERISTIC.CONTACT card was used to assign the appropriate force-deflection
properties to the parts. CONTACT.MB_MB card was used to define the contact between
ellipsoid surfaces. CONTACT.MB_FE card was used to define the contact between ellipsoid and
facet surfaces. CONTACT.FE_FE card was used to define the contact between FE Belts and
facets surfaces.

4.5.4.1

Contact.MB_MB

For contacts between dummy and other ellipsoids or dummy self contact CONTACT.MB_MB
card was used. As mentioned in table 4.1, selecting groups of multi-body surfaces to be used as
master (planes, cylinders
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and ellipsoids) and slave (ellipsoids) in a contact calculation, contact detection parameters such
as Friction, contact damping and damping amplification was also specified. Figure 4.13 shows
contact function between multi-bodies.
TABLE 4.1
CONTACT DEFINITIONS BETWEEN MB AND MB

Figure 4.13 MB to MB contact property definitions
4.5.4.2

Contact.MB_FE

It is used to define a contact between multi-body surfaces as master surface and finite element
Surfaces as slave surfaces. The contact between the dummy and the seat back and seat pan ,
steering wheel , seat belt and Dash setup was defined between the dummy system and other
systems. Table 4.2 illustrates the contact characteristic that was the defined for all the structures
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and the contact point was on the dummy. The friction coefficient was 0.3 and the damping
coefficient was around 300. Figure 4.14 shows the contact function characteristics.
TABLE 4.2
CONTACT DEFINITIONS BETWEEN MB AND FE

Figure 4.14 MB to FE contact property definitions
4.5.4.3

Contact.FE_FE

This helps in Selecting groups of FE objects to be used as master and slave surfaces in a contact
calculation, and allows us to specify the contact method.
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4.6

Initial Loads

4.6.1 Gravity
An acceleration pulse for gravity was created and loaded onto the dummy system to
replicate the kinematics of the dummy due to gravity. The acceleration due to gravity was
defined as 9.81 m/s2. The acceleration pulse can be seen in Figure 4.15

Figure 4.15 Gravity acceleration pulse
4.6.2 Sled Acceleration Pulse
As discussed earlier Acceleration pulses for the sled tests and MADYMO simulations
were obtained from the FE simulation of bus impacts under various conditions. Acceleration
pulse obtained from the local accelerometer located below the seat structure was used for
dynamic sled testing. The sled pulse from the sled testing was measured and used to simulate the
crash pulse of the MADYMO simulation. The crash pulse for frontal, door side, operator side
and rear impact conditions that were applied to respective MADYMO models. Figure 4.16
shows various pulses for different crash scenarios.
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(Frontal Impact Pulse 1)

(Frontal Impact Pulse 2)

(Operator Side Impact)

(Door Side Impact)

(Rear Impact)
Figure 4.16 Madymo Simulation Pulses
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CHAPTER 5
MULTI-BODY VALIDATION OF BUS OPERATOR ENVIRONMENT

Validation is a key step after the developing the numerical set up of testing. The process
checks the reliability of the geometric model, which is developed to meet certain requirements,
thus providing a better insight into the testing/modeling approach to analyze the components of
the test. By definition validation is the process of testifying that the process or event is compliant
with the standard or rules. The data recorded during the tests for all channels was plotted and
corrected as necessary to study the response of each signal and to provide a quantitative measure
of the repeatability or uncertainty of the data. The signals obtained from the simulation models
were compared with signals recorded with testing and their reliability was checked by statistical
analysis. A validated model was used to perform the parametric study on the testing setup. This
chapter discusses the comparison of simulation and test results validation methods utilized are
discussion in.
5.1 Validation Methods
To judge the validity of the model, simulation tests were compared with test results in three
categories:
Validation of Dummy Kinematics
The kinematics of the dummy for the tests and the simulations were visually compared to
confirm similarity in the dummy kinematics in both cases. The video of the sled test was used to
compare to the simulations.
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Validation of the Profiles
For the validation of profiles peak values were compared. Most of injury criteria depend
upon crest values. The time window in which the peak is achieved is also important for injury
value. A square box is considered around the peak. If the simulation values lie inside the square,
the model is considered valid.
Injury Parameters
The injury parameters for the test dummy, obtained during the simulations, were
compared with those obtained from the simulation:


Head Injury Criteria



Neck Injury Criteria



Maximum chest deflections



Femur Forces

This Chapter will discuss validations for Frontal Impact tests, Rear Impact tests, Door side
Impact tests, and Operator side impact tests. The biomechanical performance of the dummy from
impact or injury biomechanics point of view was the main aim of this validation. The injury data
was received in terms of Head Acceleration, Chest Acceleration, pelvic Acceleration, Neck
flexion and Extensions, femur forces and lap and torso force was obtained from the dynamic sled
testing. The response generated from simulation was used to compare it with the one received
during testing. The injury normalized table explains how well the model is validated. Video and
simulation stills validate the model kinematically visually. Exact or Similar injury profile plots
ensure the validity of the model which supports the visual validation.
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5.2

Frontal Impact Test Validation
Test 06299-8: Bus 18.64 mph with Rigid wall Frontal Impact

Pulse: 18.64 mph
Sled Structure: Without Dashboard

Dummy: 50 th
Tethers: No

Figure 5.1 Madymo and Sled Kinematic Correlation for Frontal Impact Test 06299-8
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Figure 5.2 Head Accelerations for Frontal Impact Test 06299-8

Figure 5.3 Chest Accelerations for Frontal Impact Test 06299-8
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Figure 5.4 Pelvic Accelerations for Frontal Impact Test 06299-8

Figure 5.5 Upper Neck Forces & Moments for Frontal Impact Test 06299-8
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Figure 5.6 Madymo and Sled Correlation for Frontal Impact Test 06299-8
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TABLE 5.1
Injury Table for Test 06299-8

Figure 5.7 Normalized Injury Summary Plot for Frontal Impact Test 06299-8
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5.3

Rear Impact Test Validation
Test 06299-11: Bus 0 mph with Bus 20 mph Rear Impact

Pulse: 18.64 mph

Dummy: 95th

Sled Structure: With Dashboard

Tethers: No

Figure 5.8 Madymo and Sled Kinematic Correlation for Rear Impact Test 06299-11
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Figure 5.9 Head Accelerations for Rear Impact Test 06299-11

Figure 5.10 Chest Accelerations for Rear Impact Test 06299-11
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Figure 5.11 Pelvic Accelerations for Rear Impact Test 06299-11

Figure 5.12 Upper Neck Forces and Moments for Rear Impact Test 06299-11
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Figure 5.13 Madymo and Sled Correlation for Rear Impact Test 06299-11
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TABLE 5.2
Normalized Injury Table for Test 06299-11

Figure 5.14 Normalized Injury Summary Plot for Rear Impact Test 06299-11
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5.4

Door Side Impact Test Validation
Test 06299-17: Bus 0 mph with F800 25 mph Door Side Impact

Pulse: 18.64 mph

Dummy: 95th

Sled Structure: With Dashboard

Tethers: No

Figure 5.15 Madymo and Sled Kinematic Correlation for Door side Impact Test 06299-17
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Figure 5.16 Head Accelerations for Door Side Impact Test 06299-17

Figure 5.17 Chest Accelerations for Door Side Impact Test 06299-17
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Figure 5.18 Pelvic Accelerations for Door Side Impact Test 06299-17

Figure 5.19 Upper Neck Forces and Moments for Door Side Impact Test 06299-17
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Figure 5.20 Madymo and Sled Correlation for Door Impact Test 06299-17
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TABLE 5.3
Normalized Injury Table for Test 06299-17

Figure 5.21 Normalized Injury Summary Plot for Door Impact Test 06299-17
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5.5

Operator Side Impact Test Validation
Test 06299-16: Bus 0 mph with F800 25 mph

Pulse: 18.64 mph

Dummy: 95th

Sled Structure: With Dashboard

Tethers: No

Figure 5.22 Madymo and Sled Kinematic Correlation for Frontal Impact Test 06299-16
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Figure 5.23 Head Accelerations for Operator Side Impact Test 06299-16

Figure 5.24 Chest Accelerations for Operator Side Impact Test 06299-16
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Figure 5.25 Pelvic Accelerations for Operator Side Impact Test 06299-16

Figure 5.26 Upper Neck Forces and Moments for Operator Side Impact Test 06299-16
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Figure 5.27 Madymo and Sled Correlation for Operator Impact Test 06299-16
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TABLE 5.4
Normalized Injury Table for Test 06299-16

Figure 5.28 Normalized Injury Summary Plot for Frontal Impact Test 06299-16

From all the above normalized plots, it can be seen that for all the cases the plots are in perfect
correlation with the testing which validates the models.
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CHAPTER 6
FINITE ELEMENT NUMERICAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT OF BUS OPERATOR
ENVIRONMENT
6.1

Overview

To validate the series of sled tests for Bus operator safety in the mass transit bus, multi-body and
finite element models were generated. To replicate the bus interior model of operator
compartment, and to simulate the injury mechanisms for dummies under different crash
scenarios, sled structure was designed. Sled structure is modeled in CATIA and Developed finite
element model of the structure satisfying mesh quality criteria and performed FE model
verifications at component and sub-assembly level using Hyper-Mesh. FE model was developed
in Dyna.

Figure 6.1 Finite Element Model of Bus Operator Sled Test Setup
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To check the structural stability of sled fixture for different acceleration pulse obtained from bus
crash analysis, it is induced upon with the highest pulse. The structure came out to be stable
enough to maintain its structural rigidity throughout the testing. The FE model as shown in
Figure 6.1 was generated using Hyper-mesh and LS-DYNA codes. It consisted of a complete
sled test structure including LS DYNA dummies to evaluate kinematics and biomechanical
performances of the occupant for frontal, rear, door side and operator side impacts.

6.2

Computational Tools

6.2.1 Pre-Processors
As the name implies preprocessor means a tool for preliminary processing on its input
data to produce output that can be used as input to another program. These are widely used tools
in any finite element model development. Preprocessors used for this research study
development are as follows.
6.2.1.1

Hyper-Mesh

It is a high-performance FE pre- and postprocessor for famous FE solvers which allows
engineers to examine product design presentation in a extremely interactive and visual setting.
Since Hyper-Mesh interface is easy to learn and supports many CAD and FE model files –
escalating interoperability and effectiveness. Sophisticated functionality within Hyper-Mesh
helps users to proficiently mesh highly reliable models. This functionality is equipped with userdefined quality criteria and controls, morphing technology to revise existing mesh to new design
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suggestions, and automatic mid-surface generation for intricate designs with of changeable
thicknesses. Typical user Hyper-Mesh interface is shown in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2 Hyper-mesh Window Screen Shot

6.2.1.2

Oasys Primer

Oasys PRIMER is a model preparation tool written exclusively for LS-DYNA and has 100%
comprehension of the LS-DYNA input file. This means that no data is ever accidentally lost or
corrupted, no matter what operations are performed on it. This is not the case with many FE preprocessors, which may comprehend 95% of the LS-DYNA data but the missing 5% causes errors
and leads to much wasted time. [6] Figure 6.3 illustrates Primer user interface.
PRIMER's LS-DYNA keyword related features are Full LS-DYNA keyword comprehension,
Visualisation of all LS-DYNA entities, Reads in LS-DYNA keyword, NASTRAN, RADIOSS,
SAP 2000, IDEAS input files, Create, edit, copy and delete all of the common keywords, Control
card and database editing facility, Mesh-independent spotweld creation, fixing, reprojecting and
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Figure 6.3 Primer User interface
checking, Create spotwelds from a weld data file either interactively or in batch mode,
Automatic creation of spotwelds without an input file, Contact visualisation, penetration
checking with automatic or manual fixing, Advanced model deletion, renumbering and merging,
Part replace function, Quick-pick modification and editing of keywords, PRIMER's occupant
related features, Dummy positioning facility detects stop angles and rotational degress of
freedom, and Free Motion Headform positioning. There is a good option for Seatbelt fitting with
1D, 2D or mixed elements, Refitting belt options, Retractor, slip ring and pretensioner creation
and Easy contact creation. It also supports Airbag creation, editing and folding with Easy to
define fold patterns, Can fold 2D and 3D airbags, Penetration checking, Distortion checking,
Enhanced tuck folding, Full control over fold parameters, Folds can be editied easily once they
have been created, Airbag positioning. [7]
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6.2.1.3

EASi-Crash Dyna

EASi-CRASH DYNA is the first fully integrated package for crash simulation which covers the
CAE-process from start to finish. It achieves this by integrating all aspects of model building,
dataset preparation, result evaluation and design comparisons. EASi-CRASH DYNA can be used
for concept crash, FE crash and coupled rigid body/FE crash simulations in conjunction with
solvers like LS-DYNA. It directly reads in of IGES, NASTRAN, PAM-CRASH, MADYMO and
LS-DYNA data. Also have features like rapid graphical assembly of system models, minimum
time step calculation and visualization and organize & export of model in include file format.
This preprocessor is primarily used for merging two models, contact definition, center of gravity
checks etc. in FE model development. [8] Figure 6.4 shows Easi-Crash Dyna interface.

Figure 6.4 Easi-Crash Dyna Screen Shot
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6.2.1.4

EASi-Crash Madymo

EASi-CRASH MAD is the first fully integrated package for rigid body and finite elements
simulation with MADYMO. It captures the process of model building, dataset preparation,
results evaluation and design comparisons into one seamless package. EASi-CRASH MAD is
MADYMO specific and provides the user with full control over their MADYMO models for
efficient rigid body and FE modeling. EASi-CRASH MAD is a product containing pre- and postprocessing modules under a particular graphical user interface. It is based on EASi-VISTA®, a
software environment guaranteeing high performance and efficiency.

It Supports for MADYMO 6.1 - XML format. It also provides graphical and MADYMO
explorer interface for working with MADYMO models also supports UNIX and PC. System,
body and surface creation, Joint definition and orientation is achieved through it. We can have
Output control parameters, Restraints modeling (Point, Kelvin, etc.) and Contact definition in
ECM. It is Efficient in Post-processing of MADYMO 6.X results, Imports and exports
MADYMO XML files, Enables data input through Card Image (Intelligent Text Editor), Creates
and validates new XML files through efficient parser, Accesses references through Browser
Interface, Supports advanced airbag features (CFD), Provides efficient display control for
managing MADYMO entities, Eliminates the need to understand XML for working with
MADYMO models, Supports XML files created in Table format [8].
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6.2.2

Processor or FEA Solvers

6.2.2.1

LS-Dyna
LSDYNA is an explicit 3D, FE code for analyzing the large deformation dynamic

response of inelastic solids and structures. LS-DYNA is widely used to examine vehicle designs.
LS-DYNA accurately predicts a car's behavior in a collision and the effects of the collision upon
the car's occupants. With LS-DYNA, automotive companies and their suppliers can test car
designs without having to tool or experimentally test a prototype, thus saving time and expense.
Ls- Dyna is used to study several crash cases such as frontal impact with different off-set values,
side impact of barriers with varying velocities, low speed collisions or the flashover of a car. LsDyna is also widely used in metal forming process, military and defense applications, aerospace
applications.

Keyword input format is used for Ls-Dyna. The keyword input provides a flexible and
logically organized database that is simple to organize. Similar functions are grouped together
under the same keyword. For example, under the keyword *ELEMENT are included solid, shell,
beam, and damper elements. For each keyword there are certain cards defined in Ls-Dyna. Each
card is defined in its rigid format form and is shown as a number of fields in an 80 character
string. Nearly all model data can be input in block form. A data block begins with a keyword
followed by the data pertaining to keyword. The next keyword encountered during reading of the
block data defines the end of block and beginning of new block. A keyword must be left justified
with the “*” containing in first column. A dollar “$” sign in column one shows it’s a comment
and causes the input line to ignore [9].
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Data blocks are not requirement for Ls-Dyna but they can be used to group nodes and
elements for user convenience. When a keyword input deck is submitted to Ls-Dyna, it first
checks all data and writes D3HSP file. If there is an error in input deck then analysis is
terminated and error is written in message or D3HSP file. Ls-Dyna writes many ASCII database
files containing information regarding cross sectional forces, rigidwall forces, nodal data etc [10].

6.2.3 Post- Processors

Post-Processors processes the data written by the solver. Post processing of data is very
important in FEA analysis to visualize the results. Three types of post-processors are used in FE
model development process for bus operator analysis.

6.2.3.1 Motion-View

Altair Motion-View is a mechanical system simulation pre- and post-processor and
visualization tool. Motion View’s post-processing tools automate analysis procedures for
consistent, standardized results analysis. The animation window allows loading and overlay of
two or more similar animation files in a single replay window, allowing comparison between
animation results from separate analyses. MotionView's sophisticated math engine processes
complex mathematical expressions, allowing users to easily graph and interpret engineering data.
Users can label and manipulate plots with point-and click access to axis labels, legends, plot
headers and footers. They can also interpret plots with sophisticated notes using a built-in
processor. The MotionView process enables users to discover the combination of design
variables that lead to an ideal product design. . In Transit bus model FE development,
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MotionView is used to visualize the results and plot the graphs. [9] the injury plots are generated
and can be viewed in Motion-View as in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5 Motion View Screen Snapshot
6.2.3.2

Hyper-View

Altair HyperView is a total post-processing and visualization environment for FE analysis,
simulations, videos and other engineering information.
It has some benefits such as abridged time and expenses related with engineering analysis with
great performance, instinctive graphical interface as in Figure 6.6.
Improved productivity
a) Industry leading 3D graphics manipulation and animation speed b) Direct readers for popular
CAE solvers and and the ability to create user-defined results translators c)

Includes the

powerful XY plotting functionality that is available in Altair Hyper-Graph d) Customize the
interface and create specialized tools to fit individual engineering environments and needs e)
Direct link to Altair HyperView Player for web communication and collaboration.
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Figure 6.6 Hyper-Works used interface
Gain in design insights
a)Synchronize and visualize FEA results, multi-body systems results, XY plotting and video data
b) Overlay multiple CAE models in one window c) Visualize various animation types including
adaptive meshes and multi-body dynamic models with flex bodies d) In depth model
interrogation based on user defined criteria [11].

6.2.3.3

LS-Post

LS-Pre/Post is a Pre-and Postprocessor developed and maintained by LSTC. LS-Pre/Post
emerged from the Postprocessor LS-Post. The post processing part of LS-Pre/Post is very
established. It supports all features of LS-DYNA. The handling is absolutely perceptive. The
advantage is that LS-Pre/Post provides always the latest LS-DYNA features, since LS-Pre/Post is
directly developed from LSTC. In Transit bus model FE development, Ls-Post is used to
envisage the results and plot the graphs. Figure 6.7 illustrates LS-Post user interface.
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Figure 6.7 LS-POST User Interface

6.3

LSTC Dummy Database

The Livermore Software Technology Corporation (LSTC) Hybrid III finite element ATD models
comprise a family of the 50th percentile male, 95th percentile large male, and the 5th percentile
small female in fully deformable and rigid format. The 95th and 5th percentile dummies are
scaled versions of the 50th percentile dummy model. Figure shows the ATDs used for the
validation of the bus operator sled tests. 50th and 95th dummies as shown in figure 6.8, are used
for bus operator validations.
For internal contacts, they are already defined by LSTC. The Hybrid III 95th % ile male
mannequin represents for the largest size for US adult populace by scaling as that of Hybrid III
50th %ile ATD.
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Figure 6.8 LSTC ATDs Hybrid III 95th, 50th percentile
The Hybrid III 50th % ile male size and weight of the dummy represent a standard U.S.
adult male population. Following table shows the specifications for FE ATDs
TABLE 6.1
SPECIFICATIONS OF FINITE ELEMENTS ATDS

6.4

Finite Element Model of Bus Operator Environment

Detail FE model that can be used for validation of frontal, side, and rear conditions of sled
tests. The FE sled model was developed in line with the actual sled. The detailed CAD model is
converted into Finite Element model in Hyper-mesh. The bus operator environment was identical
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to obtain similar responses of the FE occupant with dash support and steering wheel. Different
setups are done according to frontal, rear, and side impact conditions with 50th percentile and 95th
percentile dummy.
Dummies are selected from LSTC database and were positioned according to the sled
testing. Figure 6.9 shows 95th percentile dummy being positioned according to the sled setup.

Figure 6.9 95th percentile Dummy with sled setup
6.4.1

Sled Finite Element Model Development
The main aim behind the FE analysis is to study the biomechanical responses of the

dummy and its injury interaction with interior components such as steering wheel, dash support
and seat. The seat and dash were meshed in Hyper-mesh 7.0 from CAD geometry. The parts
such as steering wheel, dash front plane and seat base and seat pan are densely meshed to
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achieve stable and good contact interactions. The components where there is no contact are less
densely meshed.
6.4.1.1

Finite Element Model Generation

The General procedure for development of the FE model of the sled is explained in detail in
following steps:


Detailed CAD data of the sled model including seat structure, dash support, steering
wheel were produced using CATIA V5, similar to the structure used for the crash testing.



The entire model geometry exported to IGES format using CATIA V5.



Performed detailed geometry cleaning to prepare seat model for meshing.



Developed finite element model of the seat model and sled structure satisfying mesh
quality criteria and performed FE model verifications of components and sub-assembly
level using Hyper-Mesh.

Figure 6.10 Sled FE model development


The sled IGES file was imported in Hyper-mesh. It consisted of almost 210 components.
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individual collector was used for different components. This helps in display of individual
parts as they can be toggled on and off. All components of the model are shell meshed. Many
of the components required to have middle surfaces.


As different collectors are used for different components, exracted mid-surfaces are
meshed using the automesh option in Hyper-mesh.



Mesh quality criteria was strictly followed for meshing, Spotwelds are used to
connect the different components.



To achieve the exact biomechanical responses of occupants in the bus, the parts of the
model were meshed according to the areas of contact as explained earlier, considering
the effect of mesh on the injury values of the dummies due to interaction between
dummy and interior components.



Model is set in using LS-DYNA codes. Contacts such as dummy with sled, dummy
self contact, dummies contact with the seat, Dummies contact with steering wheel
were defined with appropriate coefficient of frictions, and damping coefficients.



FE Belts were generated in Hyper-Mesh using its Safety option in LS-Dyna Module
of the hyper-mesh. Initially the Slip ring point and buckle point was mentioned. Then
for Shoulder belt, to add the contact dummy chest, collar and other parts were
selected so that it can wound the belt around the selected parts. Initial guidance point
or reference point on the chest of the dummy was mentioned which helps hyper-mesh
to direct the belt thru that reference point. Property cards and element types were
defined in hyper-mesh. Further belt loading , retractor characteristics and other
relative terms are defined in Primer.
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TABLE 6.2
PRIMER INPUTS

For Bus operator FE sled model, following table states various parameters.
TABLE 6.3

BUS OPERATOR FE MODEL DETAILS

6.4.1.2

Element Formulation

For most parts of the shell elements, formulation 2 was used which is Belytschko-Lin-Tsay
Shell type. It is Developed by Belytschko and Tsay in 1981 & this shell element was
implemented in LS-DYNA as an alternative to the Hughes–Liu element formulation. As
integration points through the thickness increases the mathematical operations required are more
for Hughes–Liu formulation as compared to the Belytschko-Lin-Tsay element. For example, if
there is five integration points though the thickness of the shell element, Hughes-Liu requires
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4066 mathematical operations whereas Belytschko-Lin-Tsay requires only 725 mathematical
operations. Thus, the Belytschko-Lin-Tsay element formulation is more cost effective and
efficient compared to the Hughes-Liu formulation.

6.4.1.3

Mesh Quality Criteria

Mesh quality have considerable impact on the computational analysis for quality
of the solution and time needed to obtain it. Quality of mesh is main cause for problems like non
convergence of solution, aborted computation, warning or error message during simulation,
unexpected analysis results. Poor quality elements can degrade analysis results, and lead to
misleading and incorrect results. Minimum and maximum side length, quad and triangular
internal angles, aspect ratio, warpage angle, percentage of triangular shaped elements are main
parameters affecting mesh quality.
In Hyper-mesh mesh quality criteria is defined and every component is checked for mesh
quality. Elements which don’t satisfy quality criteria were corrected with editing the elements,
optimizing, or deleting it. For poor mesh quality components, they are re-meshed to achieve
quality criterion. Figure 6.11 illustrates the Hyper-mesh mesh quality criteria screen. Green
colored elements indicates that they meet the quality criteria, yellow color shows element
acceptability and red color indicates the failed element.
So initially mesh quality table was prepared to maintain the quality criterion for each and
every components of the bus. Following table states the summery of transit bus FE model Mesh
quality.
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Figure 6.11 Mesh Quality Criteria.
To obtain good time step, minimum element size is maintained at 5mm. All components were
checked for each criteria mentioned in quality table which ensured to get rid of issues like model
instability, non convergence of solutions.
TABLE 6.4
MESH QUALITY CRITERION
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6.5

Simulation Setup


Dummy Positions and other components of the sled test setup were digitized by
extracting profiles of respective parts in the form of IGES points with the help of the
FARO arm Coordinate Measuring Machine.

Figure 6.12 Finite Element Sled Model Setup


H III 50 percentile or H III 95 Percentile Dummy was used as per the test matrix. Dummy
placement was done according to the sled testing. 3 point belt was generated in Hypermesh defining the D link point, buckle point and anchorage point. Belt was loaded with
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pre-tensioners and retractor characteristics. Front dash was mounted as per bus
procurement guidelines. Figure 6.12 illustrates the FE sled model setup development.


Contact between various parts and dummy was defined in Primer, the pre-processor for
LS-Dyna. Gravity was applied to whole model and pulse was applied on the sled FE
model.



The LS-DYNA setup was simulated in accord to the sled test setup for frontal, door side,
operator side and rear impact tests respectively, to obtain identical responses as to the
sled testing.

6.6

Sled Inertial Pulses

6.6.1

Gravity
Gravitational load, as shown in Figure 6.13 was applied on whole sled model through the

*LOAD_BODY_Z card in LS-DYNA. The acceleration due to gravity is 9860 mm/s2.

Figure 6.13 Acceleration Due to Gravity
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6.6.2 Sled Acceleration Pulses
Acceleration pulses for sled test and simulation were obtained from finite element
simulation done for frontal, side and rear impact tests of the bus. Acceleration pulses were
obtained from accelerometer located below the bus operator seat. According to the impact
conditions, different pulses were generated and used in the simulations for bus operator injury
analysis.
The crash pulses, in Figure 6.14, for frontal, door side, operator side and rear were
applied to respective FE models and bus operator injury biomechanical analysis is done.

(a) Frontal Pulse 1

(b) Frontal Pulse 2

(c) Door Side Impact Pulse

(d) Operator Side Impact Pulse
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(e) Rear Impact Pulse

Figure 6.14 FE Pulses: Frontal 1(a), Frontal 2 (b), Door side Impact (c), Operator Side Impact
(d), Rear (e).
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CHAPTER 7
RESULTS AND VALIDATION OF MB/FE MODELS OF BUS OPERATOR
ENVIRONMENT

7.1

Introduction
Validation is a extremely imperative after the development of the set up of testing.

Validated model ensures the reliability of the geometric model, which is developed to meet
certain regulations or requirements, thus providing a enhanced insight into the testing-modeling
approach to evaluate the components of the test. By definition validation is the process of
testifying that the process or event is acquiescent with the certain standards. The output data
received from the tests for all the channels was plotted to study the response of each signal and to
provide a quantitative measure of the repeatability or ambiguity of the signals. The signals from
simulation models were compared with the signals recorded with testing and their consistency
was checked by statistical study. This chapter talks about the simulation and test results
validation by assessment.
7.2

Validation Models
In this study validity of the models is judged by comparing the simulation plots with those of

tests
7.2.1 Validation of Dummy Kinematics
The kinematics comparison of the dummy is done by comparing the Sled videos with MB
and FE simulations. The similarity in kinematical behavior of dummy parts such as head, chest
and femur can be easily seen from the comparisons.
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7.2.2 Plots Validation
For the plot validation, plot peak values were compared. Most of injury criteria depnd up
on the peak values. Injury value depends upon the time window in which peak is observed. If the
plots achieve the peak value in certain tolerance with sled peak and if similar plot profile is
observed the model is said to be validated.
7.2.3 Injury Parameters
To judge the injury parameters validation, head injury criterion, neck injury criterion,
chest deflection and femur forces from simulations are compared with those of sled. The
difference of value indicates whether the injury parameters are validated or not. FMVSS
standards are used to distinguish minor injuries from severe injuries.
7.3

Validation of Dummy Kinematics
The response of the dummy kinematics to the specific crash condition provides the

illustration of the motions and the biomechanical responses of the dummy. However, these
responses do not provide the real life reaction parameters but give a fair idea of motion of the
dummy and its interaction with bus operator environment, which eventually influences the injury
values.
The first step in model validation was comparison of simulation kinematics of the
dummy with that of crash test. Following figures shows the comparison of the dummy
kinematics for the frontal impact, door side impact, operator side impact and rear impact crash
sled tests with MB dummy model in MADYMO and FE simulations in LS-DYNA.
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7.3.1 Frontal Impact Tests Validation
Sled Test

MADYMO Model

FE (DYNA) Model

Figure 7.1 Validation of dummy kinematics – Frontal Impact sled test
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7.3.2 Rear Impact Tests Validation
Sled Test

MADYMO Model

FE (DYNA) Model

Figure 7.2 Validation of dummy kinematics – Rear Impact sled test
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7.3.3

Door Side Impact Tests Validation
Sled Test

MADYMO Model

FE (DYNA) Model

Figure 7.3 Validation of dummy kinematics – Door side Impact sled test
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7.3.4

Operator Side Impact Tests Validation
Sled Test

MADYMO Model

FE (DYNA) Model

Figure 7.4 Validation of dummy kinematics – Operator side Impact sled test
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Figure 7.1 illustrates the comparison between finite element model, Madymo multi-body model
and sled tests. Once the pulse is fired, dummy tried to move towards the dash but got restrained
by the 3 point seatbelts. As body is restrained due to the seat belt, head tries to go forward
because of inertia. This causes greater neck flexion. Kinematics for sled test dummy, MB and FE
dummies are similar which validates the model. The frontal impact being a critical case for the
survival of the bus operators, validation of the frontal impact tests was extremely vital.
Figure 7.2 shows comparison between MB, FE and sled for typical Bus to bus rear
impact condition. Body got restrained due to the seat but head tries to follow the motion due to
inertia, which causes more extension of the neck. Here NIJs were observed carefully to validate
the model. The comparison validates the FE, MB models based on the kinematics of the dummy.
Similarity in the seat behavior validates the seat back rotational stiffness considered for multibody model.
Figure 7.3 is a typical door side impact test condition, where impact occurred from door
side of the bus which forced operator to move towards the door side due to inertia, but got
restrained because of the seat belts. HIC, Chest3ms and NIJs are crucial in this crash scenario.
Similarity in kinematics of the dummy validates the model.
Figure 7.4 illustrates a typical operator side impact to the bus. The distance between the
dummy and wall, and seats rotational stiffness plays a crucial part in this particular type of
impact. Exact point of impact of the head with wall for FE and MB models illustrates the correct
distance between dummy and wall, and validates the seat back rotational stiffness too. Neck of
the LSTC dummy observed to be stiff. Since LSTC dummies are not validated, Neck of the Dyna
dummy did not behave as per the sled. But Madymo dummy showed a perfect similar
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kinematical performance. In case of LSTC dummy, it tried to take the profile of the head at the
point of impact rather than bouncing back due to the wall impact. But exact point of impact and
rotational behavior for the seat back validates the model.
7.4

Injury Parameters
Injury responses are one of the outcomes from the sled testing as discussed

earlier. These responses are used to predict the severity and type of injuries that the occupant
may suffer in various crash scenarios. These injury criteria decided the certification by
government agencies.
The injuries levels from simulations and crash tests were used to validate the simulations.
The values predicted by the simulations must be within the tolerance range of those predicted by
the sled tests.
Some of the injury criterion, such as head injury was evaluated within specified time
windows, and this timeframe decides the validity of the simulations. Thus, time windows for
such injury criterions were also utilized in establishing the validity of the model. Since LSTC
dummies are not validated, they are used only for to validate the kinematic response of the Bus
operator dummy. Injury values from Madymo are compared with that of sled for validation.
Following graphs shows the validity of various injury criterions for head, chest, neck etc.
Since all graph values are normalized and then plotted, we can compare the injury data directly.
And results can be substantiated.
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7.4.1 Frontal Impact Tests - MADYMO Model Comparison

Figure 7.5 Injury Comparisons for Frontal Impact Test
For Frontal impact tests, Comparison of injury data can be seen in Figure 7.5. To analyze the
severity of injuries in case of Frontal impacts, Injury levels for HIC, Chest3ms, and NIJs are the
most crucial parameters to investigate. During the course of the impact femur crashes on to the
dash as a result of this larger femur forces can be seem. The comparison bar charts can be seen in
Figure 7.5 which shows a good validation of Madymo model with in sled testing. Since Injury
parameters are on of the means of the Validation, for frontal impact it validates the model from
that aspect undoubtedly.
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7.4.2 Rear Impact Tests - MADYMO Model Comparison

Figure 7.6 Injury Comparisons for Rear Impact Test
Correlation between Madymo dummy injuries and rear sled test injuries can be seen in Figure
7.6. Rear impacts are considered to be crucial for Neck injuries so NIJs are to be considered
here. The identical NIJs and other injury parameters validate the Rear Madymo model.
7.4.3 Door Side Impact Sled Test - MADYMO Model Comparison

Figure 7.7 Injury Comparisons for Door Side Impact Test
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For door side impact the Validation of the Madymo model from injury parametric correlation can
be seen from Figure 7.7
7.4.4 Operator Side Impact Sled Test - MADYMO Model Comparison

Figure 7.8 Injury Comparisons for Operator Side Impact Test
In case of operator side impact where, interaction between dummy head and the side wall is
crucial, HIC, Chest3ms and NIJs are to observed in order to validate the model. Figure 7.8
Validates the Operator side impact Madymo model as injury parameters are identical.
7.5

Plot Validation

Injury plots are validated by using the Sprague and Geers Method to compare the plots. This
method quantifies the error in the graph. Since we can get the percentage error from this method
plots can be successfully validated.
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7.5.1

Sprague and Geers Method

The Sprague and Geers method considers a magnitude error factor, insensitive to phase
discrepancies, a phase error factor that is insensitive to magnitude discrepancies. The total error
factor or score is calculated as follows: [12]
Score = M 2  P 2
where, M =magnitude error factor & P = phase error factor
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where,
t1<t<t2 is the time span or evaluation period.
f (t) = reference data
g (t) = data to compare
The Sprague and Geers method was selected based on its intuitive score values, easy
implementation, and bias towards experimental data which is consistent with certification
procedures. Sample scores using the Sprague and Geers metrics, for one of the ATD responses
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for each of the MADYMO test configurations performed are plotted. The plots for the
correlation through Sprague and Geers method for ATDs of all the cases responses are plotted in
the appendix. As shown in Figure 7.9 a perfect correlation between the sled injuries and that of
Madymo simulations were observed. Head and chest accelerations were in line with the sled.
Similar neck extension and flexion were observed with close peak values. Similarity in Lap belt
and Shoulder belt forces profile showed the correct loading of the belt in all the cases. Sprague
and Geers Correlations for Rear Impact, Door side impact and operator side impact are stated in
appendix for reference.
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7.5.1.1

Frontal Impact Tests

Test 06299-8: Bus 18.64 mph with Rigid Wall Frontal Impact

Figure 7.9 Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – Frontal Impact Sled Test 06299-8
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Figure 7.9 Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – Frontal Impact Sled Test 06299-8
(Continued)
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Figure 7.9 Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – Frontal Impact Sled Test 06299-8
(Continued)
7.5.1.2

Rear Impact Test (Appendix D)

7.5.1.3 Door Side Impact Test (Appendix E)
7.5.1.4

Operator Side Impact Test (Appendix F)

Table 7.1 illustrates the quantitative error in magnitudes in sled and simulation profiles. Table
shows errors for Frontal, Side and Rear impact simulations with sled testing.
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TABLE 7.1
INJURY PROFILE SPRAGUE AND GEERS MAGNITUDE ERRORS

Since the percentage error lies below 20% which is a acceptable error limit range, model seems
to be in correlation with the sled tests in terms of injury data. For frontal validations, critical
injuries related to head acceleration, torso movements, pelvic acceleration, and femur forces are
below 10 percent which shows a good correspondence with the sled tests, which validates the
frontal model. Similarly for side and rear where neck injuries and HIC are critical model shows
no or less error with the injury data collected from sled tests. Percentage error is even lower in
rear impact which validates the model and seat geometry and its stiffness functions since seat
back rotational stiffness plays an important role in neck injuries which shows less error with sled
tests. This low error correlation with sled tests validates the simulation models from all cases.
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CHAPTER 8
DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS AND OPTIMIZATION

The developed and validated MADYMO model was used for further parametric studies. The
parametric study was conducted to examine the influence of the current vehicle parameters (such
as Seat back Stiffness Characteristics, Retractor Characteristics, Retractor Locking Time, etc.) on
the Bus Operator`s kinematics and biomechanical performance.
This chapter discusses the design of experiments (DOE) and Optimization techniques in
the validated MADYMO model of the Bus operator environment for frontal, rear, and side crash
conditions.
8.1

Design of Experiments

Experimental design consists of purposeful changes of the inputs (factors) to a process (or
activity) in order to observe the corresponding changes in the outputs (responses). Increased
efficiency of processes, lower product cost, and shortened development cycles are the outcomes
of the design of experiments and it results in getting the most out of the testing. To gain,
document, and transfer product and/or process knowledge true knowledge is more important than
theory or a “gut feel”. To really understand a process one needs facts and data. Collecting data
through the use of one-factor-at-a-time experimentation and/or a series of trial and error tests has
resulted in very inefficient and ineffective attempts to understand and optimize product designs
and processes. As shown in Figure 8.1 Planning of DOE is a crucial aspect. Planning of DOE
analysis and decision about the factors and Responses are the stepping stones for the study. Then
after screening the inputs and output parameters, DOE model is generated to see the effect of
factors on th responses in order to get a optimized solution. Results are then verified.
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Figure 8.1 Typical Design of Experiments Procedure
The typical Design of experiments study is used as
1. The most effective method for identifying the key input factors
2. The most efficient way to gain an understanding of the relationship between the input factors
and the response(s)
3. A method for building a mathematical model relating the response to the input factors, which
is often referred to as process/product characterization
4. A means of determining the settings of the input factors which optimize the response and
minimize costs
5. A scientific method for setting system/product tolerances.

DOE is a necessary part of the modeling process. The most important aspect of statistical
experimental designs is that they provide a strict mathematical framework for changing all
pertaining factors, simultaneously and achieving optimal results with minimum runs. DOE
provides information of factors that influence the responses. DOE covers the best settings of the
factors to achieve optimal conditions and predict values of responses for given settings of factors
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in a model. It allows the designer to study individual and interactive effects of many factors in
parallel and is extensively used for improving the performance of processes and design, or for
developing a new process or a product. DOE is intensively used in industrial research, in both
development and production. This technique is robust for testing methods and products,
screening and identifying vital factors, and optimizing processes. It is highly efficient due to
reduced test time and allows many input factors to be studied at one time. There are various DOE
designs, such as Factorial Design, where one or more trials are carried out with each combination
of levels for the input factors. The major terms involved in DOE are explained below.
Factor: A controlled independent variable whose levels are set by the experimenter that can be
qualitative or quantitative.
Levels of a factor: Discrete values that experimental factors can take on.
Main effects: The linear effect produced by averaging the changes in the response over all
possible combination of levels of the other factors.
Response: Response is the output of a process called dependent variable.
Goodness of fit: A statistical test in which the validity of one hypothesis is tested without
specification of an substitute hypothesis is called a goodness-of-fit.
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA): Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) is a mathematical process
that helps in studying the variation associated with a process and determines the important
sources of that variation. A process is said to be stable when there is constant mean and a
constant variance over time.
8.2

Sensitivity Analysis of the model

Problem Statement: Evaluating the responses from the sled testing and validated MADYMO
model, the injury parameters of the dummies showed some prominent values in some cases.
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Studying the same responses of the ATD biomechanical performance and the kinematics, certain
parameters were identified to analyze for their influence on the injury values of the dummies.
Objective: The final objective of this study is to design an optimized model for bus operator
using different identified parameters so as to moderate the injury levels of the operator during
frontal, rear and side crash conditions.
Development of experimental setup: In order to study the influence of the defined factors on the
responses in all the three specified conditions, a Generic base model, as shown in Figure 8.2 was
developed in MADYMO which could run all the cases including frontal, side and rear with all
factors in consideration .This model was called the Base Model.

Figure 8.2 Madymo Base model
A) Factors
The following factors were defined considering all these crash scenarios:


Webbing Characteristics for the Belt (WC)



Retractor Characteristics (RC)



Seat Back rotation Stiffness Function (SRS)



Retractor locking Time (RL)
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Figure 8.3 DOE Factors
1) Retractor Characteristics
“Retractor characteristics” is the first parameters under consideration for Design of experiment
study for bus operator safety. The retractor function is defined as shown in Figure 8.4.

Figure 8.4 Variations in Retractor Characteristics
For parametric studies the retractor function or retractor load limiter is used. The function
allows the initial belt pull out for the time till it gets locked by the retractor locking switch. It
stops the pull out of the belt. Before the locking, for certain period of time it allows the belt
to be pulled out due to dummy`s forward movement in typical frontal impact scenario. This
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pullout is constant for certain period of time. This load or force exerted to the belt is varied
from 2500 N to 4500N as shown in Figure 8.5. This is the first parameter for parametric
study.

Figure 8.5 Retractor Characteristics Levels
2) Seat Back Rotational Stiffness
As discussed in Literature review, M K shin, K J Park and G K Park [23] studied the severity of
neck injuries in case of rear impact. They stated that seat is the only protection facility which has
a dominant effect on neck injury and neck injury depends upon the head restraint system and
rotational stiffness for seat back. Hence, rotational stiffness is considered as one of the
parameters for parametric studies.

Figure 8.6. Variations in Seat Back Rotational Stiffness
Seat back rotational stiffness function is varied as shown in Figure 8.6. In case of rear impact
conditions and frontal impact conditions the seat back stiffness is vital. Since the NIJs are crucial
from rear impact injuries point of view the seat back rotation stiffness parameter will help in
deciding the optimum level of the seat back function. Since the loading function of the seat back
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affects the NIJs significantly, only loading function is changed keeping the unloading function
intact.
3) Webbing Characteristics

Figure 8.7 Webbing Characteristics Factor

Webbing characteristics are considered as a parameter for DOE studies. Webbing characteristics
are varied from 10% elongation to approx 20% elongation. Effect of % elongation on change of
Force exerted on the belt is studied in this parametric consideration.

4) Retractor Locking Time
In case of frontal impact scenarios, impact of head or chest on the steering wheel or frontal dash
support results in high HIC or high Chest displacements. Impact of head on steering wheel
results in high NIJs with severe head injuries. The neck flexion that is My+ for neck results in
severe neck injuries. This can be reduced by change in belt retractor locking time, since locking
the belts restrains the forward motion of the dummy helps to prevent severe contact between
steering wheel and the dummy. Since serious head impact on steering wheel can cause severe
head or brain injuries, is always been the point of focus to reduce the injuries caused by such an
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impact. retractor locks at specified time not allowing the dummy’s forward motion towards the
steering wheel. Locking times is varied from 30 ms to 80 ms to study the effect of it on severity
of the injuries.
B) Responses
Following Table shows the choices of response for each sensitivity analysis for frontal, rear and
side. These responses were selected according to FMVSS 208 injury criterion.
TABLE 8.1
CHOICES OF RESPONSES FOR DOE

8.3

Frontal Impact Condition DOE

The base model for the Frontal impact DOE is with the pulse generated from Bus 30 mph impact
with dodge caravan 30 mph frontal impact. The generated pulse was obtained from the
accelerometer located below the seat of the bus operator. Table 8.2 summarizes the frontal
impact DOE factors.
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TABLE 8.2
FACTORS FOR FRONTAL IMPACT DOE

The factor considered here are Seat back rotational stiffness, retractor characteristics or load
limiter, webbing Characteristics with 10 % to 20% elongation variation and retractor locking
time. Since to avoid contact between the head and chest with steering wheel retractor, locking
time is a crucial factor. The effect of seat back rotational stiffness on dummy restrain is also a
point of consideration. Load on the retractor was varied from 2500 N to 4500 N to analyze and
optimize the load limit for the belt. Main purpose of selecting these factors was to study the
effect of those on neck extension, Neck flexions and NIJ values.

The design selected for this study is D-optimal general which gives 32 runs. The full factorial
design was not selected considering the complexity of the model and the number of factors.

8.3.1 Results of Sensitivity Analysis of Frontal Impact Configuration
The first step in post processing of DOE is assessment of the experiments performed.
Assessment of DOE is a process that determines if all factors yielding maximum response are in
proximity with the predicted values. The observed model and the predicted model are compared
and checked for closeness.
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The results of frontal impact DOE are studied to get the optimization of model considering
dummy interaction with seat and seatbelts.

Figure 8.8 Frontal Impact Goodness of Fit
The Figure 8.8 shows R – square test for Goodness of fit for responses for 95 th percentile ATD
for frontal impact condition. It was clear that major responses are nearer to R – Square. Value of
1, signifying the better fit and the model is adequate for analyzing the further results.

From Figure 8.9, we can see the effect of factors on various responses in case of Frontal Impact
condition. HIC changes positively with the change in retractor locking time. Effect of change in
webbing Char on HIC can also be seen. HIC changes negatively with the change in Seat back
rotational stiffness similar to chest3ms which shows considerable reduction due to Seat back
rotation change.
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Figure 8.9 Main Effects of Factors on Various Responses
NIJs change positively with the change in retractor locking. Neck tension flexion changes
considerably with the change in webbing characteristics, but had hardly any effect on neck
tension extension injuries.

Figure 8.10 Response Surface for NIJ_NTE
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Figure 8.10 shows response surface for the NIJ_NTE, it is clear from the figure that even if the
change is not considerably large it changes non linearly. For retractor locking at 0.08 secs with
seat back rotational stiffness of level 2, NIJ_NTE increases after a drop for a increase in load
limiter. NIJ_NTE reduces with a small extent due to change in webbing characteristics from
level 1 to 3.
Using the optimization tool in Auto-DOE, the factors are optimized to get desired changes in
responses. The optimized levels for Seat back rotational stiffness function was level “3” and for
Retractor load limiter it was Level “3”. Model is optimized with webbing characteristics of level
“1” with retractor locking time as 0.073sec. The following figure describes the comparison of
normalized values for simulation and DOE optimized solution. Considerable reduction in neck
flexion and neck extension is observed. Optimized levels for factors have significantly affected
the injury levels of the bus operator moderating the injuries which increases the operators
survival chances.

Figure 8.11 Normalized Comparison for Frontal Impact DOE
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8.4

Rear Impact Condition DOE

The Base model for the Rear DOE is with the rear sled test pulse, i.e., bus 0 mph with Bus
20mph Rear impact. Table 8.3 summarizes the factors selected for frontal impact DOE.
TABLE 8.3
FACTORS FOR REAR IMPACT DOE

Since in case of rear impact conditions, the seat back stiffness function for the seat back is a
crucial factor from neck injury point of view, it is considered as a factor for DOE analysis for
rear impact. The stiffness function is varied in such a way that the loading of the seat changes
with respect to rotation of the seat back in radians. The slope for the loading function of the seat
back is changed in levels to study the effect of it on neck injuries. After the initial stage of
impact, dummy tries to move forward with the inertia so belt retractor function, though not vital
from injury point of view, is considered as a factor for DOE. The same retractor characteristics
are used as from Frontal DOE study. Dummy restrain system is important to avoid its contact
from steering wheel to avoid further injuries.

The design selected for this study is D-optimal general which gives 32 runs. The full factorial
design was not selected considering the complexity of the model and the number of factors.
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8.4.1 Results of Sensitivity Analysis of Rear Impact Configuration
It shows considerable neck extension as well as NIJ_NTE as in case of the 95 th percentile due to
sudden jerk toward back during rear impact condition and continuous rear movement increasing
the NTE value.
The results of rear impact DOE are studied to get the optimization of model considering dummy
interaction with seat. Figure 8.12 shows the Goodness of Fit plot for rear-impact configuration
for 95thpercentile ATD.
The Figure 8.12 shows R – square test for Goodness of fit for responses for 95 th percentile ATD.
It was clear that major responses are nearer to R – Square. Value of 1, signifying the better fit
and the model is adequate for analyzing the further results.

Figure 8.12 Rear Impact Goodness of fit
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Figure 8.13 Response Surface for HIC
From Figure 8.13, we can see that the variation in value for the HIC with the change in both the
factors. The change in Value for HIC with a change in slope for loading function of Seat back
rotational stiffness is more significant than due to change in Retractor Char. Linear change in
HIC due to the change in stiffness function is due to change in amount of neck extension. Since
the change in seat back rotational stiffness changes the amount of neck movement the reduction
of HIC occurs. As shown in Figure 8.14 change in seat back rotational stiffness has a great
influence on the NIJs and Chest3ms. Chest3ms changes almost linearly with the change in
stiffness function, but remains almost constant for change in retractor characteristics.

Using the optimization tool in Auto DOE, the factors are optimized to get desired changes in
responses. The optimized levels for Seat back function was “1” and for Retractor Char it was
“1”. The following figure describes the comparison of normalized values for simulation and
DOE optimized solution.
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Figure 8.14 Responses Surfaces for Chest3ms and NIJ

Figure 8.15 Normalized Comparison for Rear Impact DOE
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8.5

Side impact Condition DOE

For the side impact condition DOE, the selected factors has less or no effects on injury values
for the Bus operator.

Figure 8.16 Normalized Comparison for Side Impact DOE

Figure 8.17 Goodness of Fit for Door Side DOE
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Figure 8.16 shows very small change in neck extension value, which is extremely small for
consideration. The effect of Seat back rotational stiffness or retractor locking time is negligible
since it doesn’t vary any injury response data noticeably. But model shows excellent goodness of
fit as in Figure 8.17.
TABLE 8.4
COMBINED DOE OPTIMIZATION

Combining all the DOEs, a combined optimized DOE solution was obtained from a combined
DOE module in Auto-DOE. Optimized solutions for combined DOE promises the optimum
resolution for all the impact conditions for all the varying factors for optimal responses.
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

9.1

Conclusions

The objective of this research work was to study the bus operator safety in mass transit
bus crashes. In particular, the injury mechanisms as well as optimum safety configurations or
solutions were derived for bus operator crash protection in front, side and rear impacts. To
achieve these objectives, series of dynamic sled tests as well as computational models were
employed to analyze the bus operator biomechanical performance and its interaction form bus
operator environment components. This dual testing and modeling approach provided better
insight into the nature of bus operator biomechanical performance in various crash scenarios.
A series of full-scale sled testing were first conducted for frontal, rear, and side crash
scenarios for low floor mass transit bus impacting large trucks, light trucks and compact motor
vehicles. These serious cases were selected from finite element analysis. Bus operator
biomechanical performance levels were successfully evaluated through sled tests for various
cases and were observed to be below the threshold as described in FMVSS 208 criteria.
Numerical models of the sled setup were then developed in order to perform in-depth
analysis on operator environment and operator biomechanics in respective conditions. Results
from the multi-body models were validated against test results for all the cases in terms of
operator kinematics, acceleration and force profiles, and injuries. The injury values of actual sled
test corresponded fairly with Madymo models. The validated MB model was thus used for
further parametric studies. For the case of FE models, even though the kinematics matched with
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those of the actual sled tests, the injury values were not as close to the actual tests as the FE
dummy model has some deficiencies in some body parts namely the neck portion.
Sensitivity analysis was then carried out on the validated MADYMO model to evaluate
the influence of bus interior components on occupant injuries in frontal, rear, and side crash
conditions. The factors studied for parametric study were seat back rotational stiffness, retractor
characteristics, retractor locking time and webbing characteristics for the belt. Combined
parametric study for the frontal, side and rear impact indicates that for minimizing bus operator
injury values in the mass transit bus, the retractor locking time should be 73 ms, webbing
characteristics should be 20 % and load limiting should be 2500 N for the retractor function. Seat
back rotational stiffness value was optimized to +25% of original stiffness function to effectively
reduce neck injuries typically in case of rear impact scenarios.

9.2

Recommendations

In this study, tests were carried out for critical real-life scenarios, and were validated and
analyzed through numerical models and simulations. Due to time constraint and complexity of
the models, the parametric study was carried out in terms of the sensitivity analysis and was not
for different impact conditions.
The validated model can be used to assess the injury values of the bus operator for severe
impact conditions. Also, the model can be used to evaluate the operator injuries in different types
of crash scenarios, such as varying speed and different overlap conditions. Further study of the
biomechanical responses of the operator can be used to analyze the injury biomechanics and
injury mechanisms during the severe crash events. Facial injuries, thorax injuries can be studied
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in depth using these models. The model can be further utilized for study different types of
restraint systems and improvements for instance airbag designs such as steering wheel airbag,
belt mounted airbags and side airbags for the operator in mass transit buses.
These validated models can be used to design energy absorbent steering wheel or to study
operator seat interactions, and for further improvements in bus operator seat design.
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APPENDIX A
TEST 06299-9: BUS 18.64 MPH WITH RIGID WALL FRONTAL IMPACT

Figure A.1 Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – Frontal Impact Sled Test 09
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Figure A.1 Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – Frontal Impact Sled Test 09
(Continued)
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Figure A.1 Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – Frontal Impact Sled Test 09
(Continued)
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APPENDIX B
TEST 06299-10 : BUS 18.64 MPH WITH RIGID WALL FRONTAL IMPACT

Figure B.1 Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – Frontal Impact Sled Test 10
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Figure B.1 Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – Frontal Impact Sled Test 10
(Continued)
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Figure B.1 Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – Frontal Impact Sled Test 10
(Continued)
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Figure B.1 Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – Frontal Impact Sled Test 10
(Continued)
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APPENDIX C
TEST 06299-18 : BUS 30MPH WITH DODGE CARAVAN 30MPH FRONTAL IMPACT

Figure C.1 Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – Frontal Impact Sled Test 18
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Figure C.1 Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – Frontal Impact Sled Test 18
(Continued)
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Figure C.1 Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – Frontal Impact Sled Test 18
(Continued)
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Figure C.1 Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – Frontal Impact Sled Test 18
(Continued)
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APPENDIX D
TEST 06299-11: BUS 0 MPH WITH BUS 20 MPH REAR IMPACT

Figure D.1 Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – Rear Impact Sled Test 11
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Figure D.1 Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – Rear Impact Sled Test 11
(Continued)
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Figure D.1 Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – Rear Impact Sled Test 11
(Continued)
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APPENDIX E
TEST 06299-17: BUS 0 MPH WITH F800 25 MPH DOOR SIDE IMPACT

Figure E.1 Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – Door Side Impact Sled Test 17
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Figure E.1 Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – Door Side Impact Sled Test 17
(Continued)
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Figure E.1 Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – Door Side Impact Sled Test 17
(Continued)
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APPENDIX F
TEST 06299-16: BUS 0 MPH WITH F800 25 MPH IMPACT

Figure F.1 Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – Door Side Impact Sled Test 16
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Figure F.1 Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – Door Side Impact Sled Test 16
(Continued)
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Figure F.1 Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – Door Side Impact Sled Test 16
(Continued)
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APPENDIX G
TEST 06299-9: BUS 18.64 MPH WITH RIGID WALL FRONTAL IMPACT

Figure G.1 Madymo and Sled Kinematic Correlation for Frontal Impact Test 09
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Figure G.2 Madymo and Sled Correlation for Frontal Impact Test 09
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Figure G.2 Madymo and Sled Correlation for Frontal Impact Test 09
(Continued)
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Figure G.2 Madymo and Sled Correlation for Frontal Impact Test 09
(Continued)
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TABLE G.1
NORMALIZED INJURY TABLE FOR TEST 06299-9

Figure G.3 Normalized Injury Plot for Test 06299-9
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APPENDIX H
TEST 06299 – 10: BUS 18.64 MPH WITH RIGID WALL FRONTAL IMPACT

Figure H.1 Madymo and Sled Kinematic Correlation for Frontal Impact Test 10
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Figure H.2 Madymo and Sled Correlation for Frontal Impact Test 10
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Figure H.2 Madymo and Sled Correlation for Frontal Impact Test 10
(Continued)
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Figure H.2 Madymo and Sled Correlation for Frontal Impact Test 10
(Continued)
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TABLE H.1
NORMALIZED INJURY TABLE FOR TEST 06299-10

Figure H.3 Normalized Injury Plot for Test 06299-10
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APPENDIX I
TEST 06299 - 18: BUS 0 MPH WITH DODGE CARAVAN 30 MPH PASSENGER SIDE
IMPACT

Figure I.1 Madymo and Sled Kinematic Correlation for Frontal Impact Test 18
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Figure I.2 Madymo and Sled Correlation for Frontal Impact Test 18
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Figure I.2 Madymo and Sled Correlation for Frontal Impact Test 18
(Continued)
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Figure I.2 Madymo and Sled Correlation for Frontal Impact Test 18
(Continued)
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TABLE I.1
NORMALIZED INJURY TABLE FOR TEST 06299-18

Figure I.3 Normalized Injury Plots for Test 06299-18
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